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6. SWITZERLAND
7. TUNIS
8. URUGUAY
9. VENEZUELA

WAR REFUGEE BOARD RECORDS
The Department did not instruct the Legation that all Salvadoran passports which the Consulate issued in question should be forwarded to the Government of Salvador for its examination nor was such request made to the Swiss Foreign Office.

In corrective notice dated March 9, it is stated by the Foreign Office that it is possible the Foreign Office misinterpreted as request Legation's offer to transmit Salvadoran documents for verification to the Government of Salvador. In addition, the Foreign Office says this misinterpretation likely since it was understood that the Legation could only act as channel of communication and could not itself verify these documents.

For completion file, Foreign Office notice will be forwarded in next pouch.

HARRISON

DC/L: VAG: VILH 3-11-45
February 26, 1945

Please request McClelland to deliver the following message to Dr. Leon Kubowitzi, 37 Quai Wilson, Geneva, Switzerland, from Kurt H. Grossman of the World Jewish Congress:

"Please take interest in Calvary (nee Lissauer) Cecilia and husband Walter Paraguayan passport holders Bergenbeek. Meno Lissauer willing accept all necessary guarantees." UNQUOTE

The above is WRB 418.

(Acting)
(OLN)
CABLE TO AMERICAN LEGATION, RBN, FOR WICHELLAND, FROM WAA REFUGEE BOARD

Please deliver the following message to Dr. Leon Kowowitski,
37 Quai Wilson, Geneva, Switzerland, from Kurt R. Grossman of
the World Jewish Congress:

"QUOTE PLEASE TAKE INTEREST IN CALVARY (NEE LEIBAUER)
CICILIE AND HUSBAND WALTER PARAGUAYAN PASSPORT HOLDERS
NEE LEIBAUER. KENO LEIBAUER WILLING ACCEPT ALL
NECESSARY GUARANTEE, UNQUOTE"

THIS IS WBA LEGAL CABLE NO. 415.

9:30 a.m.
February 22, 1945

Miss Chauncy (for the Secy), Akrin, John, DaBois, Gaston, Hodel, Hutchison, McCormack, O'Dwyer, Files

[Handwritten signature: Hutchison 2/21/45]
In reply refer to: February 20, 1946
No. 329

Brig. Gen. William O'Dwyer, Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Treasury Building
Washington, D. C.

Dear General O'Dwyer:

May I ask you to be good enough to have the following message transmitted through the facilities of the Department of State:

"To: Dr. Leon Hubetski, 37 Quai Wilson, Geneva
From: Kurt Grossman

Please take interest in Calvary (nee Lissauer) Cecilie and husband Walter Paraguayan passport holders Bergen Belson. Heno Lissauer willing accept all necessary guarantees."

Thank you for giving this matter your kind attention.

Sincerely yours,

KURT R. GROSSMAN
Rescue Department
The following for Muddle and McClelland is WRB 355.

Refer your 840 of December 29, indicating that officials at the Marianka Camp tore up Salvadoran identity papers in the possession of Jewish internees there.

Please request the Swiss Government to protest the above action in the name of the United States Government. The Swiss should indicate to the German authorities, that as was well known to the German Government, the persons holding the above identity papers had been recognized by the United States Government as eligible for exchange against civilian internees of German nationality and that sending such exchange, it had been understood they would be accorded the same treatment as the German Government would expect this Government to accord to civilian internees of German nationality. The Swiss should request information from the German Government concerning the present whereabouts of the above holders of Salvadoran identity papers and assurances that they will be held in civilian internment camps pending exchange. The Swiss should also request the German Government to issue instructions to the appropriate German officials that in the future the latter should respect the rights of all persons declared by the United States Government to be eligible for exchange. If
If you have the names of the Salvadoran document holders deported from Marianka, you may furnish these names to the Swiss.

In addition to this step, please draw attention of Political Department to fact that Salvador has informed Switzerland of its recognition of documents of this kind (reference your 3871 of June 17, section 6) and inquire whether Switzerland, as protective power for Salvador, could not protest to Germany against reported destruction of documents and deportation of holders.

STEPTHNIUS
(GBW)
CABLE FROM WAR REFUGEE BOARD TO HUBBLE AND MCCLELLAND, BERN, SWITZERLAND.

Refer your 3907 of December 29, indicating that officials at the Marianka Camp tore up Salvadoran identity papers in the possession of Jewish internees there.

Please request the Swiss Government to protest the above action in the name of the United States Government. The Swiss should indicate to the German authorities, that as was well known to the German Government, the persons holding the above identity papers had been recognized by the United States Government as eligible for exchange against civilian internees of German nationality and that pending such exchange, it had been understood they would be accorded the same treatment as the German Government would expect this Government to accord to civilian internees of German nationality. The Swiss should request information from the German Government concerning the present whereabouts of the above holders of Salvadoran identity papers and assurances that they will be held in civilian internment camps pending exchange. The Swiss should also request the German Government to give instructions to the appropriate German officials that in the future they are to respect the rights of all persons declared by the United States Government to be eligible for exchange.

If you have the names of the Salvadoran document holders deported from Marianka, you may furnish these names to the Swiss.

In addition to this step, please draw attention of Political Department to fact that Salvador has informed Switzerland of its recognition of documents of this kind (reference your 3571 of June 17, section 6) and inquire whether Switzerland, as protective power for Salvador, could not protest to Germany against reported destruction of documents and deportation of holders.

THIS IS WBH BEEN CABLE NO. 335.
Via Airmail Pouch

Bern, February 13, 1945.

Subject: Ecuadorian, Honduran and Salvadoran Interests - Germany
Protection of persons claiming citizenship of said countries.

The American minister at Bern has the honor to refer to the Department's telegram No. 4154 of December 9, 1944, which directed the Legation to take up with the Swiss Foreign Office certain matters relating to the protection of persons claiming the citizenship of Ecuador, El Salvador and Honduras.

The observations of the Department and of the War Refugee Board contained in the telegram under reference were conveyed in subseqeht communication to the Division of Foreign Interests of the Federal Political Department in a memorandum dated December 13, which was handed by a Legation Secretary to Minister Arthur de Pury, Chief of that Division.

The reply of the Swiss Foreign Office, likewise contained in an internal memorandum, was handed by Minister de Pury to a Legation Secretary. A copy and translation thereof is enclosed for the Department's information and records.

It was obvious to the Legation Secretary concerned that Minister de Pury felt quite clearly the criticism which the Legation's communication conveyed and that he considered this unjustified. Minister de Pury observed orally that he endeavored to make the Division's memorandum as objective as possible and that, as the Division had at all times tried explicitly to carry out the American Government's wishes, he felt keenly the tone of the Legation's communication. The reaction of Mr. William Sisang, Chief of the American section of the Division of Foreign Interests, was much the same as that of Minister de Pury.

Inasmuch as the competent Swiss officials feel that their actions have been subject to criticism, the Legation ventures to suggest that the Department and the War Refugee Board consider modifying those statements.
statements contained in its above-cited telegram of December 9, which have been construed by the Swiss Foreign Office as critical of its conduct. It is believed that the anti-penulti-mate and penulti-mate paragraphs of the Department's telegram No. 4164 of December 9 were so construed. 

It may be noted that mention is made in the enclosures of Foreign Service Officer Godley and War Refugee Board Representative McClelland, in connection with the acceptance by the Swiss Foreign Office for transmission to enemy territory of documents reflecting a right to Salvadoran citizenship. The action of Messrs. Godley and McClelland in the premises is fully covered in memoranda prepared by them which are contained in the Legation's files. Copies therof will be forwarded to the Department in the event the Department so desires.

The Legation regrets that, owing to the pressure of work in connection with the recently concluded exchange of seriously sick and seriously wounded American prisoners of war and civilians, it was not possible to prepare the attached documents for transmission to the Department at an earlier date.

Enclosures:

No. 1 - Copy of Memorandum dated December 21, 1944, from Swiss Foreign Office;

No. 2 - Translation of Enclosure No. 1.
Le Département politique fédéral, Division des intérêts étrangers, a voué toute son attention au mémorandum No. 10 546 du 13 décembre 1944 de la Légation des États-Unis d'Amérique à Berne relatif à la protection des Juifs titulaires de documents d'identité équatoriens, salvadoriens et honduriens et elle désire relever, à propos du contenu de ce mémorandum, les faits suivants:

En ce qui concerne la protection de Juifs titulaires de documents d'identité équatorien se trouvant en danger en raison des mesures antisémites prises par les Autorités allemandes et hongroises, le Département s'est, jusqu'à présent, laissé guider dans son activité par le souci de ne pas compromettre ses interventions en faveur d'individus qui sont effectivement le droit d'être protégés par la Suède, en faisant de multiples démarches au profit de personnes possédant des documents qui sont les autorités allemandes — par exemple — ont refusé de reconnaître à diverses reprises.

La déclaration du Ministre des Affaires Étrangères équatorien à l'ambassade des États-Unis à Vienne, citée en page 1 du mémorandum du 13 décembre, montre clairement que le Gouvernement de l'Équateur lui-même ne considère pas les Juifs titulaires de documents d'identité équatoriens comme ses nationaux.

étant donné la teneur des communications du Gouvernement équatorien en cette affaire (cf. la notice No.24,(2)A-3-CL/Gk/Lm (56511) du 7

novembre
novembre 1944 du Département), le Département avait estimé qu'une démarche auprès des Autorités allemandes, fondée sur de telles déclarations, ne saurait être à l'avantage des titulaires de documents d'identité équatoriens détenus dans les pays sous contrôle allemand.

En effet, le 7 février 1944, le Consulat Général de l'Equateur à Genève avait adressé au Département politique une communication relative aux familles Fleischer, Joman, Tilbor, Sentand et Sentland-Schanse, internées au camp de Vittel, et selon laquelle ces personnes, titulaires en partie de passeports équatoriens délivrés par le Consulat Général honoraire de l'Equateur à Stockholm et en partie de documents falsifiés, ne pouvaient pas être considérées comme étant de nationalité équatorienne.

Il est vivant qu'il ne suffit pas, pour effacer l'impression produite auprès des Autorités allemandes intéressées par une telle déclaration, de leur Citer, comme le Gouvernement de l'Equateur l'a fait descendre au Département politique par son Consul, le 12 mai 1944, que "le Gouvernement de l'Equateur a décidé de ne plus insister sur la nullité des passeports en question afin de venir en aide aux intéressés, considérant toute cette affaire du point de vue strictement humanitaire" et que ce Gouvernement désirait que les Autorités allemandes "respectent la qualité d'étrangers des individus porteurs de documents d'identité équatoriens".

On peut d'ailleurs se demander si les Autorités allemandes tiendraient compte d'une déclaration faisant mention de la "qualité d'étrangers" des personnes détenant des passeports équatoriens. À ce propos, le Département politique a fourni une réponse analogue à des demandes analogues se référant à des titulaires de documents équatoriens. L'Office allemand des Affaires étrangères avait eu, en son temps, connaissance par l'ambassade d'Espagne à Berlin d'une première déclaration du Gouvernement équatorien selon laquelle il n'est pas nécessaire de reconnaître ces titulaires de documents établis par l'Equateur, alors qu'il était consul de l'Equateur à Berne. Lorsqu'une nouvelle communication,
déclarant que le Paraguay considérait ces documents d'identité comme valables jusqu'à la fin de la guerre, fut transmis récemment à l'Office allemand des affaires étrangères, le représentant de cet office laissa entendre qu'il n'en serait tenu aucun compte.

La ce qui concerne la protection de personnes revendiquant la nationalité du Salvador, la Légation se rappellera sans doute que Godley avait téléphoné à M. Verice, le 24 juillet, au sujet de différents passeports salvadoriens qui avaient été soumis à la Légation à cette époque, à l'intention des autorités salvadoriennes. À cette occasion, Godley avait déclaré que, bien que le gouvernement du Salvador eût fait savoir par l'intermédiaire du Consulat général du Salvador à Genève qu'il était prêt à reconnaître toutes les pièces d'identité salvadoriennes contenant titulaires les Israéliens résidant en Allemagne et dans les territoires occupés — la Légation des États-Unis avait été informée d'autre part de ce même gouvernement que tous les passeports salvadoriens émis par le Consulat en question fussent soumis à son approbation par l'entremise de la Légation. Godley avait conclu en disant que la Légation des États-Unis demandait au Département de lui faire servir toutes les pièces d'identité salvadoriennes qui seraient présentées aux Légations de suisse à l'étranger en vue de leur vérification par le gouvernement du Salvador.

En outre, la Division des intérêts étrangers a appris que M. Rockgame n'a pas consenti à diverses occasions, à transmettre au Département politique — sous couvert d'une note officielle de la Légation des États-Unis — des documents d'identité salvadoriens, étant donné que le gouvernement du Salvador ne s'était jamais prononcé d'une manière définitive quant à la validité des documents d'identité salvadoriennes récemment éditées par le Consulat général du Salvador à Genève au nom de Juifs en Hongrie et en territoires sous contrôle allemand.

Dans un certain nombre de cas qui ont été soumis au gouvernement du Salvador (cf. note no 3470 du 14 septembre 1944 de la Légation des États-Unis),
ce Gouvernement a déclaré qu'il reconnaissait et qu'il reconnaîtrait à l'avoir la validité des documents de cette catégorie — les archives de ses Consulats situés en territoires ennemis ne pouvant pas actuellement être consultées — jusqu'à ce qu'il ait résolu de revenir sur cette décision.

Ici aussi, il s'agit d'une déclaration dont la transmission aux Autorités allemandes ne pouvait, sans être à l'avantage des porteurs des documents en question et le Département s'était donc borné à charger la Légation de Suisse à Berlin d'avisier les Autorités allemandes intestées que ces personnes faisaient partie des Ibéro-américains échangeables contre des Allemands.

C'est pour ces différentes raisons que le Département a — dans le cas faisant l'objet de sa notice J.24.Ja(5)J9.JJ/el (53926) du 29 novembre 1944 — estimé qu'il ne lui était pas possible de donner des instructions à la Légation de Suisse à Budapest pour que celle-ci informât le Gouvernement hongrois — sur la base de photocopies de certificats de nationalité établis par le Consulat Général du Salvador à Genève — que les membres des familles Varkonyi et Manovill possèdent l'indigénat salavadoréen.

En ce faisant, le Département ne croit pas avoir modifié son attitude en matière de transmission de documents d'identité salavadoren.

Enfin, en ce qui concerne la transmission d'un passeport honduréenne portant la signature de ... Bauer — qui n'est plus actuellement Consul du Honduras et n'a plus qualité pour établir de tels documents — la Légation conviendra sans doute que — comme ... Visang l'a fait savoir à ... le 29 novembre — le Département ne saurait transmettre de tels documents que si leur validité lui est confirmée officiellement.

Pour en revenir à la question de la transmission éventuelle à la Légation de Suisse à Budapest de listes de personnes au nom desquelles le Consulat Général du Salvador à Genève a établi des documents d'identité salavadoréen, le Département ne peut que confirmer...
les indications fournies par... Disons en cette affaire. En effet, s'il est vrai que le fait de posséder un tel document peut sauver un Juif hongrois des mesures prises contre les Israélites en Hongrie, par contre le fait de fournir aux autorités hongroises et allemandes des listes de personnes revendiquant la nationalité salve-
dorée (mais ne possédant pas en fait les docu-
ments d'identité leur permettant de prouver leur présomption à cet égard), équivalent à les dé-
signer à ces autorités comme des Juifs démunis de
papiers d'identité étrangers.

Une telle mesure ne saurait donc que mettre les intéressés en danger et ce danger subsisterait indépendamment de la validité des documents men-
tionnés dans ces listes et de la question de savoir si le Département a récemment adopté une attitude plus stricte en matière de transmission de documents d'identité ibéro-américains.

Le Département voudrait encore faire les re-
marques suivantes:

1) La Légation de suisse à Berlin s'est trou-
vée dans l'embarras à diverses reprises -
lorsqu'elle était appelée à intervenir en faveur de titulaires de papiers d'iden-
tité ibéro-américains - en raison du
manque de clarté des déclarations faites par les États au nom desquels les documents avaient été établis, quant à la validité de ces derniers.

2) Le Département avait suggéré en son temps à la Légation des États-Unis qu'il serait utile, dans l'intérêt des Juifs titulaires de documents d'identité ibéro-américains, que les États aux noms desquels de tels documents avaient été établis en fournissent la liste au département, en l'accompagnant de déclarations aux termes desquelles ils considèrent les personnes y figurant comme leurs nationaux.

Tant
Tant qu'il n'a pas reçu de telles listes, le Département politique est obligé, dans l'intérêt mêlé des personnes ayant effectivement droit à la protection de la Suisse, de continuer à ne transmettre des pièces d'identité de l'espèce dont il s'agit aux légations de Suisse en Allemagne et en Hongrie, qu'après avoir pu s'assurer de leur validité.

En effet, si le Département politique venait à transmettre aux Autorités allemandes ou hongroises des quantités de documents d'identité dont les Gouvernements ibéro-américains refuseraient ensuite de reconnaître la validité, ce fait d'ouirait aux Autorités allemandes et hongroises un prétexte pour mettre en question toutes les pièces d'identité ibéro-américaines appartenant à des Juifs sur leur territoire (cf. à ce propos ce qui est arrivé en Yougoslavie, où des personnes possédant effectivement la nationalité américaine ont subi le même sort que les porteurs de documents d'identité ibéro-américaines, ayant été déportées avec ces derniers.)

Le Département politique ne peut que regretter les mots de réserve contenus dans le mémoire du Département d'État, qui ne semble pas tenir compte des difficultés s'oposant à une intervention plus efficace des représentants suisses dans ces questions. Le Département politique relève en particulier les passages figurant au premier alinéa de la page 2 et au haut de la page 4 du mémoire No.10346 du 12 décembre 1944.

Pour les raisons exposées dans le présent mémoire, le Département politique estime qu'il lui serait difficile, sans risquer de compromettre l'action de ses représentants dans le domaine de la sauvegarde des intérêts qui lui ont été officiellement confiés de se montrer moins prudents en ce qui concerne les démarches faites en faveur de titulaires juifs de documents d'identité ibéro-américaines.

Berne, le 21 décembre 1944.
Division of Foreign Interests
3.24 (2) A-3 CL/6K
No. 63924

MEMORANDUM.

The Division of Foreign Interests of the Federal Political Department has devoted all its attention to the Legation's memorandum A. I. No. 10346 of December 13, 1944, concerning the protection of Jews who are holders of Ecuadoran, Salvadoran or Honduran documents of identity, and desires, with regard to the contents of this memorandum, to make the following observations:

As regards the protection of Jewish holders of Latin American documents of identity who are in danger as a result of anti-Semitic measures taken by the German and Hungarian authorities, the Federal Political Department has been guided until the present time in its activity by a desire not to compromise its representations on behalf of persons who, in fact, have the right to Swiss protection rather than multiple representations on behalf of persons holding documents which the German authorities — for example — have refused on various occasions to recognize.

The statement of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Ecuador to the American Embassy at Quito cited on page 1 of the memorandum above referred to, clearly indicates that the Government of Ecuador does not consider Jewish holders of Ecuadoran documents of identity as its proper nationals.

Given
Given the tone of communications from the Ecuadorian Government in this matter (please consult notice No. 56511 of November 7, 1944, (B.24.2h.--512/Ok/4a) of the Federal Political Department was of the opinion that representations to the German authorities based upon such statements would not be in the interest of bearers of Ecuadorian documents of identity held in territory under German control.

In fact, on February 7, 1944, the Ecuadorian Consulate General at Geneva addressed to the Political Department a communication regarding the families Fleischer, Rosas, Tito, Bentland and Bentland-Woenscheim, interned at the Vittel camp and according to which these persons, in part bearers of Ecuadorian passports issued by the Honorary Consulate General of Ecuador at Stockholm and in part of false documents, could not be considered as having Ecuadorian nationality. It is apparent that it is not sufficient to eradicate the impression produced upon interested German authorities by such a statement, to tell them, as the Government of Ecuador requested the Political Department through its Consulate on May 12, 1944, that "the Government of Ecuador has decided no longer to insist upon the non-validity of the passports in question in order to assist interested persons, as it considers this whole matter from a strictly humanitarian point of view" and that this Government desired the German authorities to "respect the foreign status of persons bearers of Ecuadorian documents of identity".

It may moreover be questioned whether the German authorities would take into account a statement mentioning the "foreign status" of persons holding Ecuadorian passports. In this connection, the Political Department has learned that an analogous case arose on the subject of the protection of bearers of Paraguayan documents. The German Foreign Office had been informed, in due course, by the Spanish Embassy at Berlin of a first statement of the Paraguayan Government according to which the latter would not recognize as its nationals bearers of documents issued by Dr. Hugli then Paraguayan Consul at Bern. When a subsequent communication, stating that Paraguay would consider

*Communicated to the Department in the Legation's despatch No. 10339 of December 22, 1944.
consider these documents of identity as valid until the end of the war, was transmitted recently to the German Foreign Office, the representative of that office made it understood that this information would not receive any consideration.

As regards the protection of persons claiming Salvadoran nationality, the Legation will, without doubt, recall that Mr. Godley telephoned to Mr. Maurice on July 24 on the subject of various Salvadoran passports which had been submitted at that time to the Legation for transmission to the Salvadoran authorities. On this occasion, Mr. Godley stated that while the Salvadoran Government had made it known through the Consulate General of Salvador at Geneva that it was prepared to recognize all Salvadoran identity documents issued to Jews residing in Germany and German-occupied territories, the American Legation had on the other hand been informed of the desire of this same Government that all Salvadoran passports issued by the Consulate in question should be forwarded to the Salvadoran Government for its examination by the good offices of the Legation.

Mr. Godley concluded by saying that the American Legation would request the Political Department to forward to it all Salvadoran identity documents which might be presented to Swiss Legations with a view to their verification by the Government of Salvador.

Additionally, the Division of Foreign Interests of the Federal Political Department learned that Mr. McCullum did not agree on various occasions to forward to the Political Department - under cover of an official note of the American Legation - Salvadoran documents of identity, because the Salvadoran Government had never ruled definitely regarding the validity of Salvadoran identity documents recently issued by the Consulate General of Salvador at Geneva in the name of Jews in Hungary and in German-controlled territories.

In a certain number of cases which have been submitted to the Government of Salvador (please consult note A.I.No. 9470 of September 14, 1944, from the American Legation) this Government stated that it recognized and that it would recognize...
cognize in future the validity of documents of this category - it not being possible to consult the archives of its consulates situated in enemy territory - until such time as it might decide to consider further this decision.

Here again is a statement, the transmission of which to the German authorities could hardly be of advantage to the bearers of documents in question, and the Political Department could confine itself to instructing the Swiss Legation at Berlin to inform the interested German authorities that such persons might be considered exchangeable Latin Americans against Germans.

For these various reasons, the Political Department has - in the case which was the subject of its notice No. 58226 of November 20 (B.24, Sa (5) 10 Jv/Wh) - considered that it was not possible for it to give instructions to the Swiss Legation at Budapest for the latter to inform the Hungarian Government - on the basis of photostatic copies of certificates of nationality issued by the Consulate General of Salvador at Geneva - that members of the Varkonyi and Lampville families possessed Salvadoran nationality.

In taking this action, the Political Department does not consider that it has changed its attitude with regard to the question of the transmission of Salvadoran documents of identity.

Finally, as regards the transmission of a Honduran passport bearing the signature of Mr. Jarem, who is no longer Consul of Honduras and no longer has the status necessary to issue such documents, the Legation will without doubt recall that as Mr. Bisang informed Mr. Tait on November 29, the Political Department could only transmit such documents provided their validity had been officially confirmed.

To return to the question of the transmission to the Swiss Legation at Budapest of lists of persons in whose name the Consulate General of Salvador at Geneva has issued Salvadoran documents of identity, the Political Department can only confirm the information.

a) Please see Legation’s telegram.
No. 7929 of December 4 - 2 p.m.
formation furnished by A. Bissinger in this matter. In fact, if it is true that the possession of such a document can save a Hungarian Jew from actions taken against Israelites in Hungary, the fact of furnishing to the Hungarian and German authorities lists of persons claiming Salvadoran nationality (but in fact only possessing documents of identity tending to prove their claim to such nationality) is equivalent to designating them to these authorities as Jews not in possession of foreign identity papers.

Such a move could also result in placing the interested persons in danger and this danger exists independently of the validity of the documents mentioned in these lists and of the question to know whether the Political Department has recently adopted a more strict attitude with regard to the transmission of Latin American documents of identity.

The Political Department wishes to make the following observations:

1) the Swiss Legation at Berlin has on several occasions been placed in an awkward position - since it has been called upon to intervene on behalf of bearers of Latin American identity documents - because of the lack of clarity in statements made by the states in whose names these documents were issued as to the validity of the latter.

2) the Political Department suggested in due course to the American Legation that it might be useful, in the interest of Jewish bearers of Latin American documents, that the state in whose name such documents had been issued, furnish a list thereof to the Political Department and accompany this with statements to the effect that they considered the persons listed thereon as their own nationals.
So long as it has not received such lists, the Political Department has been forced, in the interest of those persons definitely having right to protection of Switzerland, to continue to refuse to transmit those identity documents of the kind in question to the Swiss Legations in Germany and Hungary until after having been assured of their validity.

In fact, if the Political Department transmitted to the German or Hungarian authorities the quantities of identity documents whose validity the Latin American Governments refuse to recognize, this would have given to the German and Hungarian authorities a pretext to place in question all Latin American identity documents held by Jews within their territory (please consult in this connection what happened in Slovakia where persons possessing American nationality received the same treatment as bearers of Latin American identity documents, having been deported with the latter).

The Political Department can only regret the words of reproach contained in the memorandum of the Department of State which does not seem to take account of the difficulties incident to a more efficient intervention by Swiss representatives in these questions. The Political Department refers in particular to the sentences appearing in the first paragraph of page 2 and in the upper part of page 4 of the Legation’s memorandum No. 10346 of December 13, 1944.

For the reasons set forth in the present memorandum, the Political Department is of the opinion that it will be difficult, without the risk of compromising the action of its representatives in questions relating to the protection of interests which have been officially confided to it to be less prudent in that which concerns representations made on behalf of Jewish bearers of Latin American documents of identity.

*) Please see first paragraph following quoted portion of department’s telegram No. 4164 of December 9 and penultimate paragraph same telegram, respectively.

Bern, December 21, 1944.
Distribution of true ENDING only by special arrangement.  

Secretary of State,  
Washington.  

54, January 22, noon.  

Substante your 256, January 17 communicated  

Foreign Office January 19 except penultimate paragraph.  

Neither Legation nor McClelland has list  
34 Salvadoran document holders who were at Marianka.  

Hundred such documents were sent to Slovakia during 1944,  
Identity of 154 persons Marianka unknown. Among this  


group 13 claimed United States citizenship and unknown  

number of others supposedly has Paraguay documents.  

McClelland endeavoring obtain desired list from Red Cross  
delegate Brestislava but does not anticipate positive  
results since Danand only arrived there after Marianka  

group had been largely deported.  

HUDDLE  

WFS  

DECLASSIFIED  
State Dept. Letter. 1-11-72  

By P. H. Parks Date SEP 2 0 1972
FROM: Unknown, Inc.
TO: Secretary of State, Washington
DATE: December 20, 1944
NUMBER: 1234

Refer to Department's 1163, December 8; Legation's 7163, dated October 29, 1944.

Latin American Interests: Bolivia

Informally the statement was made by Switz. that according to a report from the representative of the Swiss at Pretoria nothing is accomplished by the transmission of Salvadoran identity papers to Jews in Slovakia as, according to the Permanent Interests Delegation, Mr. Junod, the Jews underwent voluntary internment at Serianka camp some time ago as they considered themselves Salvadorans but they have however been removed from this camp and it is probable that by now they have even been deported. It is said that individuals applying anti-Jewish measures simply tore up the Salvadoran identity papers such as those issued at Geneva which interested persons possessed.

In this connection the representative of the Swiss observes that the Jews concerned, most of whom possessed Slovak nationality by birth, met with difficulty in their presentations to the German authorities that they were of Salvadoran nationality.

HULDE:

DC/LI 1234
12-30-44
No. 10339

Via Air Mail Pouch

B.E.S.E.R.T

SECRET

Bern, December 22, 1944.

Subject: Ecuadoran Interests - Germany
Declaración concerning protection
of bearers of Ecuadoran documentation.

The American Chargé d'Affaires a.i. at Bern
has the honor to refer to the Department's tele-
gram No. 3702 of October 30, 1944 - 5 p.m., (TRA
No. 241), concerning the protection of persons in
German and German-controlled territory who are
bearers of Ecuadoran documentation.

There is now enclosed, for the Department's
information and that of the War Refugee Board a
translation of a notice from the Swiss Foreign
Office with regard to the subject under reference.
It is believed that the attached document is self-

Explanatory.

Enclosure:

Translation of notice dated November
7, 1944, from Swiss Foreign Office.

File No. 840.1
97/734/HA
Original and photograph to Department.

DECLASSIFIED
State Dept. Letter, 1-31-72
By R. H. Parks Deco, SEP 20, 1972

[Signature]
The Division of Foreign Interests has taken note of the statements made by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the United States Embassy at Quito concerning instructions which it had given to the Equadoran consular representative in Switzerland regarding the recognition of Equadoran identity documents by the German authorities.

The Division has actually received from the Consulate General of the Republic of Equador at Geneva the letter, dated May 12, 1944, regarding this matter, but it considered that a representation to the German Government on the basis of this letter would have had no chance of success.

For the Legation's information, the Division gives below the actual text of the communication in question, which contains contradictory declarations:

I have the honor to communicate to you the text of cable No. 335 which I have received from my Government concerning persons of foreign nationality who claim to have Equadoran nationality on the basis of false passports issued by the former Honorary Consul General of Equador at Stockholm in an illegal manner:

"No 335 - Por nota 9 Sc-J de nueva...".

To the
Legation of the United States of America,
Bern.
In view of the request made by the Governments of Great Britain and Belgium, as well as by the Governmental Committee at London, and the representations made by the Government of the United States of America, the Government of Ecuador has decided no longer to insist on the nullity of the passports in question, in order to assist the interested persons, considering this entire matter from a strictly humanitarian point of view.

However, the Government of Ecuador does not authorize the entry of these persons into Ecuador and continues to consider these passports as being false.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs has requested me to communicate unto you, as representative Ecuadorian interest, that the German authorities for the protection of persons who claim to have Ecuadorian nationality on the basis of an Ecuadorian passport.

The Division requested the Ecuadorian Consulate General to supply it with an explanation with a view to the interpretation of this communication, however without obtaining a satisfactory reply (see in this connection notice 4.24.2a-3 CL/EX No. 45921 of September 16, from the Division).

Finally, on Oct. 26, the Ecuadorian Consulate General addressed to the Division another letter, giving the text of a telegram from the Ecuadorian Government stating that the latter repeats its instructions "for the purposes of having the Swiss Government make a representation to the German authorities in order that they respect the status of foreigners of individual bearer of Ecuadorian documents.

a) Legation's note:
Substance communicated to Department in Legation's telegram No. 6460 of September 29, 1944, 8 a.m.
Owing to the nature of this new communication of the Ecuadorian Government, which does not contain the details desired in this matter and is limited to a reference to the declaration given in the above-cited letter of May 12 from the Ecuadorian Consulate, the Legation will doubtless understand that the Division continues to believe that a representation to the German authorities based on declarations of this character would not be to the advantage of bearer of Ecuadorian identity documents in German hands.

Born, November 7, 1944.

Tjian
Secretary of State,
Washington.

8139, December 15, 9 a.m.

For WRB from McElrind.

I am in contact with both Poaner and Muller
(Department's 4137, December 7, WRB's 308 and 4169 December 11)
and am endeavoring obtain from them and through other
competent sources all available information concerning
persons still in Bergenbelsen claiming American or
Latin American nationality.

Am also attempting compile more general nominative
list of internees remaining in this camp so that WRB
parcels may be sent them.

I will also contact Hungarian group which recently
arrived in Switzerland from Bergenbelsen in further
effort secure above mentioned information but doubt these
persons have much precise data since I understand this
Hungarian group was fairly well segregated from other
internees in Bergenbelsen.

Huddle
The cable below for McClelland is WRB 520.

The following is an excerpt from a note by Ecuadoran Foreign Office to U. S. Embassy, dated October 30:

"NOTE In accordance with humanitarian principles, my Government addressed its diplomatic representative in Switzerland in order to arrange for the Federal Government as protector of Ecuadoran interests in Axis Nations, to negotiate with the German authorities so that they would respect the foreign status of persons who might be protected by Ecuadoran papers.

The Charge d'Affaires of Ecuador in Switzerland has informed me that the Federal Government has indicated that it is necessary, in order to carry out the negotiations entrusted to it, that the Ecuadoran Government previously recognize the Ecuadoran nationality of the bearers of these documents.

The Government of Ecuador cannot accede on any account to the requirement stipulated by the Federal Government since the constitutional provisions that regulate the declaration of nationality establish a procedure which cannot be set aside without committing grave error that would give rise to a legislative..."
legislative investigation and to ensure whoever might authorize the violation of the fundamental laws of the Nation.

Consequently, my Government in reiterating to Your Excellency's Government its intention of not insisting for the moment on the invalidity of those documents, informs it that in view of the foregoing, it has decided to suspend the negotiations under reference with the Swiss Government. UN:WORK

We fully understand Ecuadoran position and fear that action of Swiss authorities, by addressing to Ecuador a new demand clearly impossible of fulfillment, is jeopardizing the safety of people whom we, jointly with Switzerland, have sought to keep alive.

In this connection, please also convey our regret over varying attitudes adopted with reference to Salvadoran documents reported in your 7929 of December 4, and our fear that this too will threaten the life-saving action of recent months.

Similar regret must be expressed over Swiss attitude concerning transmission of Honduran documents as reported in your 7901 of December 2, involving people said to be at Auschwitz.

Please emphasize to appropriate Swiss officials that further adherence to the attitude taken in the case of Ecuadoran, Honduran, and Salvadoran documents, and its extension to documents of other American republics might, in view of the well-known German attitude, lead to the horrible death of several thousand civilians hitherto kept...
-3- #4164, December 9, 6 p.m., to Bern.

kept alive by our joint effort.

Concerning argument contained in last paragraph of your 7929 of December 4, this Government would be inclined to accept Swiss judgment on the subject, but the context leads us to believe that it is the newly developed strict approach of Switzerland to validation of citizenship documents rather than this argument that constitutes the main reason for Swiss attitude. That such strict approach, correct as it is in normal conditions, is being applied in the present circumstances, is a matter of deep regret.

Please explain the above to appropriate Swiss officials, expressing this Government's hope that they will resume their former attitude of liberally interpreting all grounds upon which they could continue their humanitarian function of saving innocent lives.

TECQUINUS

(Sign)

WRH: NHH: KG
12/8/44
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The following is an excerpt from a note by Ecuadorian Foreign Office to J. S. Embrey, dated October 30:

"In accordance with humanitarian principles, my Government addressed its diplomatic representative in Switzerland in order to arrange for the Federal Government as protector of Ecuadorian interests in Axis Nations, to negotiate with the German authorities so that they would respect the foreign status of persons who might be protected by Ecuadorian papers.

The Charge d'Affaires of Ecuador in Switzerland has informed me that the Federal Government has indicated that it is necessary, in order to carry out the negotiations entrusted to it, that the Ecuadorian Government previously recognize the Ecuadorian nationality of the bearers of these documents.

The Government of Ecuador cannot accede on any account to the requirements stipulated by the Federal Government since the constitutional provisions that regulate the declaration of nationality establish a procedure which cannot be set aside without committing grave errors that would give rise to legislative investigation and to censure or whoever might authorize the violation of the fundamental laws of the Nation.

Consequently, my Government in reiterating to Your Excellency's Government its intention of not insisting for the moment on the invalidity of those documents, informs it that in view of the foregoing, it has decided to suspend the negotiations under reference with the Swiss Government.

We fully understand Ecuadorian position and fear that action of Swiss authorities, by addressing to Ecuador a new demand clearly impossible of fulfillment, is jeopardizing the safety of people whom we, jointly with Switzerland, have sought to keep alive.

In this connection, please also convey our regret over varying attitudes adopted with reference to Salvadoran documents reported in your 790 of December 4, and our fear that this too will threaten the life-saving action of recent months.

Similar regret must be expressed over Swiss attitude concerning transmission of Honduran documents as reported in your 791 of December 4, involving people said to be at Auschwitz.

Please emphasize to appropriate Swiss officials that further adherence to the attitude taken in the case of Ecuadorian, Honduran, and Salvadoran documents, and its extension to documents of other American republics might, in
vice of the well-known German attitude, lead to the horrible death of several thousands of civilians initially kept alive by our joint efforts.

Concerning argument contained in last paragraph of your 7929 of December 4, this Government would be inclined to accept Swiss judgment on the subject, but the context leads us to believe that it is the newly developed strict approach of Switzerland to validation of citizenship documents rather than this argument that constitutes the main reason for Swiss attitude. That strict approach, correct as it is in normal conditions, is being applied in the present circumstances, is a matter of deep regret.

Please explain the above to appropriate Swiss officials, expressing this Government's hope that they will resume their former attitude of liberally interpreting all grounds upon which they could continue their humanitarian function of saving innocent lives.

5:00 p.m.
December 8, 1944

Miss Chauncey (for the Sect'y) Abrahamson, Ackermann, Cohn, DuBois, Friedman, Hodel, Mannon, McCormack, Files

Balkiner 12/8/44
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4137)<
The following for McClelland is WRB 308.

1. In accordance with Department's general request for names 
and other data regarding persons alleging the possession of 
American citizenship now interned in Bergen-Belsen (reference Radio 
Bulletin November 17, number 277), Katzi requested the representa-
tives of Jewish Agency and Agudath Israel in Istanbul to telegraph 
full information, including that concerning holders of Latin 
American passports, to their representatives in Switzerland for 
delivery to you. The representatives are for the Jewish Agency, 
Mr. Chaim Posner, 8 rue Letitot, Geneva, and for Agudath Israel, 
Maitre Mathieu Muller, rue de Deux Ponts 30, Geneva.

2. The following is the substance of a cable from Katzi 
dated November 29:

QUOTE According to reports from Geneva just received 
by Jewish agency representatives in Istanbul, the position 
of the remainder of Hungarian Jewry has reached a climax. 
Deportations to Germany have been proceeding very actively during recent 
days. The project for the emigration of the 8,000 Palestine certificate holders again has been approved. The de-
portees are in great need. Funds also are required for 

DECLASSIFIED
State Dept. Letter, folder 1972
Riding
By R. H. Parks Date 20 SEP 1972
hiding people facing deportation and for aiding their escape from Hungary.

QUOTE Intervention and assistance by the International Red Cross are not sufficient and the aid of England and the United States to stay the deportations and to protect the certificate holders is urgent the report concludes. UNQUOTE

Your comments concerning this report and information regarding any action undertaken by you in this connection would be appreciated.

STETTINIUS
(OIL)

STETTINIUS
CABLE TO AMBASSADOR BERN, SWITZERLAND, FOR HOOLELAND

1. In accordance with Department's general request for names and other data regarding persons alleging the possession of American citizenship now interned in Bergen-Belsen (reference Radio bulletin November 17, number 277), Kaszki requested the representatives of Jewish Agency and Agudath Israel in Istanbul to telegraph such information, including that concerning holders of Latin American passports, to their representatives in Switzerland for delivery to you. The representatives are for the Jewish Agency, Dr. Chaim Pozner, 8 rue Petitot, Geneva, and for Agudath Israel, Maitre Mathieu Muller, rue de Deux Ponts 30, Geneva.

2. The following is the substance of a cable from Kaszki dated November 29:

QUOTE According to reports from Geneva just received by Jewish agency representatives in Istanbul, the position of the remainder of Hungarian Jewry has reached a climax. Deportations to Germany may persons being forced to travel on foot have been proceeding very actively during recent days. The project for the emigration of the 6,000 Palestine certificate holders again has been stopped. The deportees are in great need and are also required for hiding people facing deportation and for aiding their escape from Hungary.

QUOTE Intervention and assistance by the International Red Cross are not sufficient and the aid of England and the United States to stay the deportations and to protect the certificate holders is urgent, the report concludes. UNQUOTE

Your comments concerning this report and information regarding any action undertaken by you in this connection would be appreciated.

THIS IS WHB BERN CABLE NO. 308.

10:15 a.m. December 4, 1944

Miss Chauncey (for the Sec'y) Abrahamson, Ackermann, Cohn, Dubois, Friedman, Hodel, Mannan, McCormack, Files

Nakpinah 12-1-44

19440606
The substance of your 7642 of November 13 and 7666 of November 21 has been carefully studied by the Board and the Department. As indicated in Department's 3256 of September 21, item three, the Board is of the view that the transmission by the protesting power of messages regarding the mistreatment of victims of enemy persecution serves a useful purpose regardless of whether the enemy government "accepts" the message in any formal sense. However, if certain terminology in the Department's telegram requesting that such messages be transmitted is known to the Swiss to be definitely unacceptable to the Germans and likely to defeat the objective of the Department and the Board, which is to save the lives of unfortunate individuals, it is requested that the Swiss use their best discretion in the matter. Other channels are available for communication of the omitted passages or phrases.

In view of the Government's stand regarding holders of documents issued in the names of American Republics, which is shared by the Inter-American Advisory Committee for Political Defense, the Department and the Board do not accept any German refusal to receive communications in matters pertaining to bearers of Latin American documents. Further, in addition to existing efforts,
since each of the Latin American nations has a protecting power for the German Government, Switzerland, Sweden, Spain or Portugal, it is possible for these protecting powers in view of the general responsibility devolving upon them in that capacity to concerted measures at Berlin to save lives of persons whose existence is threatened. If the Swiss feel they can not speak up in behalf of human beings whose governments they do not represent, there is no reason why they should not exercise a humanitarian initiative to obtain concerted protective action along the lines suggested by the United States Government by all the protecting powers. The United States Government appreciate and will be eager to support any such Swiss move.

There is a definite reason why the United States Government appears so frequently as spokesman for the other American Republics in these matters. It has the best sources of information and with this responsibility can not await multiple transmissions of communications to various governments before initiating remedial measures. It is furthermore, clearly established on the basis of Resolution XXIV of the Committee for Political Defense and through communications exchanged with the various American Republics that none of the other American Republics is willing to accept German infringement of its sovereignty which is constituted by German decisions.
decisions regarding the validity of its documents of nationality. The protecting powers are all aware of this position and should not need added instructions from the represented powers in order effectively to maintain the protection of bearers of these documents.

This Government of course has a special interest in citizens and claimants to citizenship of the United States and you are authorized to urge or request the Swiss authorities accordingly, unless that has already been done, in line with the fifth paragraph of your 7542 describing action which the Swiss were to take with respect to those whom they consider to be bona fide United States and Latin American nationals represented by Switzerland. It is hoped that that action has been taken. However, the Department and the Board wish to point out that since the Swiss have been arbitrarily deprived by the Germans of contact with many of the individuals whose lives are in the greatest danger they are not able to perceive how the Swiss can determine which of these individuals are bona fide nationals. If without such contact the Swiss should undertake to accept the German determination they would be accepting a grave responsibility.

The German Government is willing enough to accept representations of the United States Government in behalf of the other
American Republics whether or not represented by Switzerland, when by doing so it obtains an advantage in the return of its nationals to Germany in exchange. Germany's failure at this late date to recognize the interest of this Government in claimants of nationality of the American Republics and its justification in making representations concerning matters affecting their availability for exchange is entirely inconsistent. The United States Government can not accept this German point of view. Moreover, Germany's attitude in the light of your 7818 of November 18 is not likely to prove inflexible in practice even if it remains so in negotiations.

There appears to be some misinterpretation attached to the Swiss attitude in the matter of the Americans and Latin Americans removed from Slovakia discussed in your 7163 of October 26, penultimate paragraph of your 7542, and the Department's 3759 of November 4 and 3852 of November 11, 1944. The Department and the Board understood that Grassi's proposal called for an approach to the German Government as the power responsible for the transfer of the Americans and Latin Americans held in Slovakia and that he intended the Swiss Government, on its own initiative, as a good office in behalf of both belligerents and in the effort to solve the impasse which might otherwise arise, to suggest to the Germans as
5: 4154 December 8, 9 p.m., to Bern

as a possible solution to the difficulty the return of these individuals to Slovakia. In its 3769, the Department therefore concurred in his proposal. In its 3882 requesting the Swiss to take definite action, it made the request extend only so far as this Government could speak in the matter without extending recognition to Slovakia. Your 7802 of November 28 covers only eight of at least 150 Americans understood to have been held at Marianka. If this figure represents the total number of American citizens of Jewish race remaining alive in Slovakia, numbers of American citizens have disappeared.

To make the matter clear, the Department would be glad if the Swiss could continue with the implementation of Grassi's proposal to the extent that is compatible with pending exchange proposals. The extent to which the Swiss can speak for the United States Government in making this proposal was defined in Department's 3882 and the Department notes with gratitude that they have done so and further that they have induced the Germans to consider the exchange of at least eight of the Americans concerned. The remaining elements of the proposal can only be implemented by the Swiss on their own initiative through good offices as a friendly neutral intermediary.

If there were at Marianka or at Sereď nationals of the American Republics
December 8, 9 p.m. to Bern

Repatriated not represented by Switzerland, the Department and the Board would appreciate if in addition to the action suggested in the foregoing paragraph the Swiss would inform the Department urgently so that the appropriate protecting powers may be asked to take parallel measures in their behalf.

STEFFTINIUS

(GLW)

WRB:GLW:KG
12/7/44

SWF WE ARA
Documents mentioned our 7602, November 17 reference which were photostats translations of nationality certificates were subject of Swiss informal communication dated November 20. This stated that it would not be possible on basis these photostats to have Swiss Legation Budapest inform Hungarian Government that persons concerned possess Salvadoran citizenship. Swiss expressed willingness to give appropriate instructions to Budapest regarding photostats provided the original documents or notarized copies specifically stating that originals of the documents are in custody of a Swiss authority are received. Subsequently Legation was furnished photostats copies of above mentioned nationality certificates bearing notarization merely stating that attesting notary had seen original of the documents. These notarized papers were informally presented to Swiss Foreign Office November 20 together with similarly.
notarized photostats of 100 additional nationality certificates all issued by Santello in Geneva.

In view of volume of these documents all issued by Santello Swiss have reexamined their previously expressed position and have now decided they can cooperate in this matter only if originals of the documents are supplied then upon receipt of which they will make photostats at Foreign Office and send these photostats to Budapest with appropriate notarisation. However, this action is conditioned on either (one) that Salvadoran Government confirms citizenship of individual persons in whose names documents are issued or (two) that said Government makes blanket statement that it considers valid all documents issued by Santello specifically naming him.

Because of situation mentioned final paragraph Department's October 26 Legation made no statement concerning possibility of complying with either of two above mentioned Swiss conditions the lot of Salvadoran documents have been returned to Santello at his request. His further action in connection therewith is unknown to Legation.

On inquiry Swiss have expressed view that it would be inadvisable for them to accept and transmit to Swiss Legation Budapest lists of persons on whose behalf Santello has
December 4, 4 p.m., from Bern

Cantillo has issued documents since such action would direct attention of German and Hungarian authorities to persons not physically in possession of Latin American documentation and might place their lives in jeopardy.

Instructions from Department and DDR are requested.

J.I.S
To: Secretary of State, Washington
Date: December 2, 1906

HON. Secretary of State:

A Honduran passport has been received from private sources for delivery through Spain. This passport was issued at Tarn May 21, 1905 (No. 352) by former Honduran Consul General Alfonso Bocanegra. It is valid for one year and was issued in name of Eufemio Rocher born November 20, 1904 at Ancon and wife Prima Anselma Rocher. It is claimed these individuals are at Anconita and that original of passport went to Intercourse delegate at Berlin and has not been returned nor delivered.

Provided citizenship of these individuals is confirmed by the Honduran Government, Spain are willing to forward passport which Legation holds to Spanish Legation, Berlin. In addition, Department may desire to make inquiry with regard to possible extension of validity of document. Meanwhile, Spain requested try give help in accordance with declaration of Honduran Government which Department's message of May 10, No. 8132 contained.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

DORIOFW
12-4-05

DECLASSIFIED
By R. H. Parks Date
FROM: American Legation, Bern
TO: Secretary of State, Washington
DATED: November 28, 1944
NUMBER: 7802

The following has reference to Germany American interests.

Please refer to Legation's message of November 15, No. 7542. It is stated in last paragraph of Swiss note of November 24 that Albrecht, Chief of Legal Section German Foreign Office was advised of contents of Department's No. 3852 of November 11 by representative of Swiss Legation, Berlin. The actual dissolution of Marian Kacman by German authorities was indicated by Albrecht, but eight American nationals were left there by the German authorities. These eight persons are considered of Jewish origin by the German authorities. "Slovak Government" has been asked by German Government if they concur with the transfer of these eight internees to Germany so that they might be included in the German-American exchange which is now proposed.

The decision of the Slovak Government is being awaited by Albrecht, who commented that he reserves the right to furnish more definite information to Swiss Legation, Berlin, in writing and that his verbal comments constitute only a provisional answer.

HUDDLE

DOR: CFW
12-13-44

Mass Chauncey (for the Sec'y) Abrahamson, Ackermann, Akzin, Cohn, Drury, Dubois, Friedman, Gaston, Kodell, Marks, Mannon, McCormack, Pohle, Files.
The Embassy has been informed by the Ecuadoran Foreign Office that it cabled request to Switzerland on October 31 but that the Ecuadoran representative there reported by telegram dated November 10 that Swiss authorities had regretted that they would not be able to assume representation in Hungary of Ecuadoran interests.

In view of Swiss reply to Ecuador reported in your 6469 of September 29, Ecuadoran request of October 31 was made at our suggestion. Consequently, Board would appreciate clarification of Swiss attitude and any information you may obtain as to Swiss reasons for their reply to Ecuador.
CABLE TO MINISTER HARRISON AND MCCLELLAND, BERN, SWITZERLAND

The following is substantially the text of a message from Ambassador:

QUITO

40774 The Embassy has been informed by the Ecuadorian Foreign Office that it cabled request to Switzerland on October 31 but that the Ecuadorian representative there reported by telegram dated November 10 that Swiss authorities had regretted that they would not be able to assume representation in Hungary of Ecuadorian interests UNCONFIDENTIAL.

In view of Swiss reply to Ecuador reported in your 6489 of September 29, Ecuadorian request of October 31 was made at our suggestion. Consequently, Board would appreciate clarification of Swiss attitude and any information you may obtain as to Swiss reasons for their reply to Ecuador.

THIS IS WBB BERN CABLE NO. 295.

11:00 a.m., November 25, 1944

Miss Chauncey (for the Secty) Abrahamson, Ackersmann, Cohn, DaCosta, Friedman, Hodsdon, Lesser, Nannon, McCormack, Files
From: American Embassy, Berlin
To: Secretary of State, Washington
Date: November 23, 1972
Subject: 7205

Unofficial midnight telegram by the Swiss that their Legation in Berlin approached the Spanish Embassy there to learn whether instructions have been received regarding Peruvian passports discussed in cable No. 2211 dated October 4 from the Department. The reply received was negative but the Spanish officials taking care of such matters remembered that declaration of its willingness to consider passports in question valid until termination of hostilities had been made by the Government of Peru.

Huddle

DECLASSIFIED
State Dept. Letter, L-11-72
By R. H. Parka Date SEP 20 1972
FROM: AMERICAN LEGATION, BERN
TO: Secretary of State, Washington
DATE: November 21, 1944
NUMBER: 7668

Reference Legation's 7642, November 15.

During an interview at the Foreign Office, Minister Waldschab, who is at present visiting Bern, declared refusal of Government of Germany to accept messages mentioned paragraph four reference cable is founded mainly on second reason stated, i.e., threatening tone of messages and objections to accepting reproaches of this kind from another government on part of Germans. Even though he assures the Germans that his position is merely that of a communication channel between belligerents, the Germans show resentment against Swiss for transmitting messages which bear threats from Government of United States.

The Minister stressed tension already in existence between heads of Gestapo and other branches of Government of Germany and Foreign Office authorities which would only be aggravated if latter reacted on these threats and added that Government of Germany does not take messages containing threats seriously and that, except for evasive answers, these messages receive no action.

He expressed the wish that notes to Government of Germany containing warnings to German officials against committing particular offenses or threats to bring individual officials before tribunals to answer for wartime offenses, not be sent the Swiss Legation, in view of foregoing and undoubtedly adverse and serious effect upon his relations with Foreign Office authorities because of his transmitting threatening messages from our government.

The above opinions are shared by Bisange and Deputy.

MIDDLE

11-22-44

Miss Chaney (for the Sec'y) Abrahamson, Ackermann, Askin, Cohn, Drury, Dubois, Friedman, Gaston, Hodel, Lesser, Marks, Mannan, McCormack, Peake, Files.

DECLASSIFIED
State Dept. Letter 1-11-72
By R. H. Paice Date: SEP 20 1972
No. 569 dated November 16 from Registrari for Foreign Affairs reported to the Department for War Refugees Board.

We have sent the following to Rome: From indications in Germany it may be inferred that some leading Nazi circles, including SS executives, are beginning to change their minds with respect to arrests and deportations on political and racial grounds. Such repentance arising too late may result from the fact that Germans are facing reversal of conditions arising from territorial occupation by Allies. They feel therefore that they may have to appeal to international organizations or neutral countries for protection for their own civil populace. According to information received in local Jewish circles, with more particular reference to Italy, Germans are said to have started dissolution of some concentration camps in Northern Italy especially Mussolini camp. In this situation, my request to the Swiss Political Department to hasten Swiss assumption of our interests in Berlin and to secure provisional entry into Switzerland from Germany of women, youthful and aged among our racial and political deportees has been renewed by me.

HARRISON

DCR+VAG 11/20/44

cc: Miss Chauncey (for the Sec'y), Abrahamson, Asbymann, Ahsin, Cohen, Drury, Dubois, Friedman, Gaston, Hebel, Isser, Marks, Mannon, McCorken, Pubbs, Files

DISCLASSIFIED
State Dept. Letter, 1-11-72
By M. H. Parks Date, SEP 20 1972

7626.
7613, November 18, 1 p.m.

Pursuant to fourth paragraph Department's telegram September 14 (WBR 166) Legation forwarded to Swiss Foreign Office with communication dated October 24 two partial lists of persons claiming Latin American citizenship supplied by private organizations.

Swiss were requested to take action desired by you except that Legation asked that persons claiming Argentine nationality be excluded and that Swiss Legation Berlin should inform Spanish Embassy there of presence on lists of persons claiming Paraguayan citizenship.

Swiss notice Nov. 10 states that Foreign Office following careful examination has decided to forward lists in question to Swiss Legation Berlin for its information but observes that these lists prepared by private organizations cannot serve as basis for

DECLASSIFIED
State Dept. Letter, 1-11-73
By R. H. Parks Date
E. #7613, November 18, 10 a.m., from Bern

establishing right of any person to claim nationality of a Latin American republic until these lists be officially confirmed by interested countries.

As regards Paraguayan citizens appearing on these lists Swiss Foreign Office prefers that their names be communicated directly to Spanish Government for transmission Spanish Embassy Berlin. END SECRET.

In view limited use to which Swiss are willing and lists of this character, Legation is forwarding to Department the two lists mentioned above pursuant to Department's statement that it will suggest to the various governments of Latin American urgency of confirming to Swiss authorities authenticity of such lists (paragraph four, Department's 6120) September 30.

It is also forwarding to you in this connection two supplemental lists now received from private organizations without prior reference to Swiss.

When Department and WSB receive and review lists which are being forwarded, please instruct whether they are considered sufficiently definite and useful to justify continued compilation of similar lists by private organizations.

HARRISON

VTD
7602, November 17, 4 p.m.

A Swiss requested deliver two Salvadoran identity documents at Budapest covering following persons (Department's 3255, September 21--WRB 175--fourth paragraph).

Unt. Dr. Gyozo Varkonyi born November 3, 1898 Budapest; wife Klari Varkonyi nee Manovill September 16, 1908 Berlin; Peter Varkonyi June 3, 1932 Budapest.

Two. Maximilian Manovill April 23, 1879 Komarom Hungary; wife Helene Manovill nee Ledofsky February 2, 1886 Szombathely Hungary.
AMLEGATION
JENN
3903

The following from Leon Kuborski, World Jewish Congress, is WAB 272.

NOTE: We understand that Marianka is concentration center of Jews in Slovakia holding Latin American passports. Our number 176. Kindly approach ICRC and urge inclusion Marianka in ICRC relief program also sending delegation there. UNQUOTE.

Please deliver paraphrase to Dr. Rieger.

STETTINIUS
(ACTING)
(12/2)

WAB: 1/111
11/16/44

DECLASSIFIED
State Dept. Letter 1-11-72
By R. H. Parks Date SEP 20 1972
CABLE TO MINISTER HARRISON FOR MOGLELLAND, BERN, SWITZERLAND

Please transmit the following message to Dr. Riegler:

I.JOTS Number 176. We are informed that Jews in Slovakia with Latin American passports are concentrated at Marianka. Please approach IGRO and urge sending delegation to Marianka also including Marianka IGRO relief program. A. Leon Rubovitski, World Jewish Congress. UNQUOTE

THIS IS WBB BERN CABLE NO. 272

Abraham, Ackermann, Gohn, Dubof, Friedman, Godel, Szecsi, Samuel, Dachau, Files

Đakšačiča 11-10-44 2a. B. 7.2
November 3, 1944

Hon. John W. Pehle, Executive Director
War Refugee Board
Treasury Building
Washington 25, D.C.

Dear Mr. Pehle:

I would be obliged to you for forwarding to Dr. Riegner the cable, the text of which follows:

"To: Dr. Riegner
From: Dr. Kubowitzki

Number 176. Informed that Jews in Slovakia with Latin American passports are concentrated at Marianka. Please approach ICRC and urge sending delegation to Marianka also including Marianka ICRC relief program."

Sincerely yours,

A. Leon Kubowitzki, Head
Rescue Department

ALK:ef
The following for McClelland is xxx and refers to penultimate and final paragraphs Legation's 5589 of August 31 and to paragraphs four and five of item one of Department's 3180 dated September 14.

Ecuadoran Foreign Office informed Embassy Quito by note of October 17 that instructions had been issued to Ecuadoran representative in Switzerland to confirm or suggest changes in the list of holders of documents purporting to indicate Ecuadoran nationality being compiled by Amlegation Bern.

Venezuelan Foreign Office informed Embassy Caracas by memorandum of October 13 that Swiss Government had been notified by cable through Venezuelan Chargé d'affaires at Bern that the Venezuelan Government ratifies the lists insofar as concerns persons named in Venezuelan documents, that it agrees that the lists mentioned be delivered to the Swiss authorities and that the offer of this Government with regard to protecting said persons is appreciated.

STETTIMUS
(Acting)
CABLES TO MINISTER HARRISON AND MOGILLAND, BERN, SWITZERLAND

Reference is made to penultimate and ultimate paragraphs of your 5689 of August 31 and Department's 3180 of September 14, item one, paragraphs five and six.

By note of October 17, Ecuadorian Foreign Office informed Embassy quite that Ecuadorian representative in Switzerland has been instructed to confirm or suggest changes in the list being compiled by Embassy Bern of holders of documents purporting to indicate Ecuadorian nationality.

By memorandum of October 13, Venezuelan Foreign Office informed Embassy Caracas that it had notified Swiss Government through Venezuelan Chargé d'affaires in Bern by cable that the Venezuelan Government ratifies the lists in so far as concerns persons named in Venezuelan documents, that it appreciates the offer of this Government with regard to protecting said persons and that it agrees that the lists mentioned be delivered to the Swiss authorities.

THIS IS BR WSS CABLE NO. 273.

10:25 a.m.
November 15, 1944

Miss Chauncey (for the Seoty) Abrahamson, Ackermann, Cohn, DaBois, Friedman, Hodel, Leser, Mannan, McCormack, Files

Bakstein  11-0-44  CL. FL.
Secretary of State,  
Washington,  

7542, November 15, 3 p.m.

Department's 3245, September 20 - WRB 178.

Foreign Office note November 8 which was personally handed same day to Legation secretary by Deputy states in substance following.

During interview of Feldschur the latter declared he had been instructed to return these two notes (Legation forwarded by note dated September 23 to Foreign Office substance of first and second paragraph your 3245. Foreign Office transmitted these to Swiss Legation Berlin by two separate notes each enclosing text in English as received from Legation).

According to Setha the German Government does not (repeat not) recognize right of American Government to undertake representations in these two cases matters do not (repeat not) concern protection of American nationals and additionally it considers tone of these notes unacceptable particularly threat contained in latter part of paragraph one your 3245.

Since German Government does not recognize right of Swiss representatives as representing American Interests to intervene in favor of bearers of Latin American identity documents (note here refers to Foreign Office note of September 5 with enclosures which were transmitted to Department with Legation's strictly confidential despatch 9250 September 15). Feldschur inquires whether he should nevertheless bring to attention of German Foreign Office four points contained in Legation's notice of October 31 to Swiss Foreign Office (first paragraph Department's 3648, October 26) concerning deportation bearers documents this category previously interned Marian Main Slovakia. In view Setha's declaration Foreign Office sees no useful purpose in delivering to German Foreign Office a note based upon

Dated November 15, 1944
Rec'd 6:12 a.m., 16th
based upon Legation's notice of October 31 acceptance of which without any doubt will be refused. Foreign Office accordingly gave instructions to Feldscher not to pursue the matter. End summary.

Legation continued its negotiations with Division of Foreign Interests after said meeting with Depury and these concluded in discussion with him on November 13 at which time he agreed to have Swiss Legation Berlin approach German authorities pursuant first paragraph Department's 3648 as applied to bona fide United States Nationals and similar nationals of Latin American countries represented by Switzerland.

At meeting of November 13 Legation Secretary was handed notice dated November 10 with reference to Grassli's proposals which were subject of Legation's note dated November 9 to Swiss based Department's 3769 November 4. Said no time includes following observations:

1. German refusal accept notes of Swiss Legation Berlin based on fact that German Government contests right of American Government to make representations in matter pertaining to bearers of Latin American documents.

2. Grassli nevertheless insists that persons claiming and actually possessing United States nationality are held in Slovak concentration camps. It is possible that German authorities would not refuse a representation made not concerning bearers of Latin American documents but regarding persons claiming United States nationality.

3. However procedure suggested by Grassli would involve instructing Swiss Legation, Berlin to intervene with German Government regarding action taken by German Government authorities in Slovakia—provided it be limited to United States citizens properly speaking—but requesting German Government to surrender Jews concerned to Slovak Government. Swiss observe that such action might be interpreted as implying recognition of Slovak state and request Department's comment. End summary.

Since receipt
-3- §7542, November 15, 3 p.m., from Bern

Since receipt of foregoing Legation communication to Swiss contents Department's 3852 November 11 and in view above summarized Swiss comments would appreciate Department's observations as to whether and on what basis Swiss should be requested further to pursue Grassli's suggestions.

HARRISON

WSB

Miss Chauncey (for the Sec'y) Abrahamson, Ackermann, Aknin, Cohn, Drury, Dubois, Friedman, Gaston, Meidel, Lesser, Marks, Hannon, McGormack, Fehle, Files
Your telegram 6605, September 29, 1944

A report dated October 30 from the Embassy at Quito stated that instructions to formally request the Government of Switzerland to represent the interests of Ecuador in Hungary would be immediately cabled to the Consul General in Geneva by the Ecuadoran Ministry for Foreign Affairs.

STETTINIUS
(Acting)

CONTROL COPY

SECRETORY OF STATE, WASHINGTO

TO: 

ACCELATION, Bern

DATED: November 11, 1944

NUMBER: 3640

DECLASSIFIED
State Dept. Letter, 11-12-72
By L. H. Parks Date  SEP 20 1972
FROM: Secretary of State, Washington
TO: AMBASSADOR, Bern
DATED: November 10, 1944
NUMBER: 3830

To Minister Harriss and McDelland.

Ambassasor Managua reports that the following telegram was sent by Nicaraguan Foreign Office to Swiss Foreign Office on October 18:

NOTE: I have the honor to request Your Excellency to communicate to the German Government that my Government has given authority to the United States of America to negotiate the exchange of all persons who claim Nicaraguan nationality for German nationals who find themselves in this hemisphere.

UNQUOTE

The foregoing is communicated for your information in connection with earlier messages referring to the protection of claimants to Latin American nationality in Axis-controlled territory.

This is WNB Bern cable No. 267.

SECRETARY

CONTROL COPY

DECLASSIFIED
State Dept. Letter, 1-11-72
By R. H. Parks Date, SEP 20 1972
CABLE TO MINISTER HARRISON AND NOODLING, Bern, Switzerland

Embassy Managua reports that the following telegram was sent by
Nicaragua Foreign Office to Swiss Foreign Office on October 18:

"I have the honor to request Your Excellency to communicate to the German Government that my Government has given authority to the United States of America to negotiate the exchange of all persons who claim Nicaraguan nationality for German nationals who find themselves in this hemisphere.

The foregoing is communicated for your information in connection with earlier messages referring to the protection of claimants to Latin American nationality in Axis-controlled territory.

This is the Bern Cable No. 207."
In connection with the following message, please see
 telegram dated September 31, No. 4330, from the Department, next
 to the least paragraph; also added from the Legation dated Nov. 2, No. 7302.

A summary of an informal Swiss communica
tion dated November 2 is given below.

For the purpose of discussing all questions pertaining
Delegation from Vittel or bearers of Latin American Documentation,
and with regard to their fate, a representative of the Swiss Lega
tion in Berlin recently called at the Foreign Office of Germany.
The Swiss Legation does not understand why its numerous representations
are not answered, he informed Seetho. The justification for this rem
mark was recognized by the German official and he gave assurance that
everything possible to remedy this situation would be done by him.
However, he emphasized that competent authorities, i. e., police
authorities, were responsible and not the German Foreign Office.
The recent mobilization of members of his staff and the removal of
a portion of the German Foreign Office to the Hassenzaberg complicated
the performance of its work, Seetho added.

A copy

CONTROL COPY

DECLASSIFIED
State Dept. Letter, 11-44-72
By R. H. Parks Date SEP 20 1972
A copy of the Swiss note recently addressed to the German
Foreign Office with regard to the Vittel deportations was then given
to Sethe. Observation was made by the Swiss representative that a
report from the Swiss Consulate in Paris stated that the assumption
of Sethe that the Vittel deportees were still in France was not correct
and recording that it was not surprising that this matter had been
protested by the United States. Everything led to supposition that
the majority of the people are at Bergen-Belsen, the Swiss official
assumed, and he requested that authority for visiting that camp be given
the Swiss representative. Supposition was made by Sethe that he consult
the Councillor of the Legation von Thadden of Abteilung Inland Two
which controls Bergen-Belsen since this involves a Jewish camp in which
by definition no foreign national is detained, from an administrative
standpoint. Difference in opinion exists between Foreign Office of
Germany and competent German authorities (SS) with regard to Jewish
holders of foreign documentation of a certain category, Sethe intimated.
The German Foreign Office does not mind lodging Jewish
holders of Latin American passports in civilian internment camps but
the SS follows its own policy in this regard, according to Sethe.
Sethe specifically instructed his collaborators, in the presence of
the Swiss representative, to intervene urgently with competent authorities
in order that written communication on this subject explaining
their position with regard to the Vittel deportations may be finally
received by the Swiss Legation.

The Swiss representative during a conversation with von Thadden
which followed, again directed the attention of von Thadden to the
unprecedented
unprecedented nature of the existing procedure under which Latin
American documents in Jewish possession are considered to be invalid
procedure.
from the outset, and to the injustice of this. There was no positive
result from the conversation with von Thadden.
A personal visit to Bergen Belsen had been made by him, he said,
and he had ascertained that the internees there are treated in a very
decent manner, contrary to the remarks made by his questioner. In
reply to a request for authority to visit this camp, the Swiss representat-
ive was told that because no Swiss-protected nationals are there, such
request would never be granted. The vicious circle of this discussion
was thus completed.

The Swiss Legation representative did not fail to point out
to von Thadden the artificial nature of the arguments on which this
position is based, that it is tendable, and that it only substantiated
the opinion circulated throughout the world that Jews in German hands
are treated in an inhuman manner regardless of their nationality. Von
Thadden was led by this remark to suggest that the neutral observer
who might go to Bergen Belsen would be able to confirm that such al-
legations do not correspond with the facts in the case. In taking
this position similar might perhaps make possible visit this camp by
protecting power representative, he added.

In the belief that the primary consideration is that it be made
possible for the Swiss Legation to protect the interests of its proteges
in the camp at Bergen Belsen, the Swiss representative saw no objection
do the presentation in this manner of a request for an inspection of this
camp. A promise was made by von Thadden that he would soon inform the
Swiss
Swiss Legation as to whether Hitler's collaborator (who handles these matters) also believes that the request to visit Bergen Belsen might be presented to Himmler in this way and whether the collaborator above mentioned could be disposed to attach a recommendation to the request. If resource be in the affable von Thadden added it would be probable that authorization could actually be given, but that this matter must be considered hopeless if the reply be in the negative. In this connection the Swiss Legation in Berlin makes the observation that supplication of the Intercessor Delegate in Germany to visit Bergen Belsen was refused by German authorities.

Even if the Swiss Legation receives a negative reply, it will request authorization, in a formal note, to visit the camp, the Swiss representative told von Thadden. The Swiss Legation makes the observation, in its report covering the above, that the account given by the Swiss representative of his conversations with von Thadden and with Sethe shows quite clearly the obstacles encountered in its activity on behalf of Jews protected by the Swiss. Owing to the especially strict nature of the regulations introduced by Himmler some time ago with regard to German internal policy, these difficulties are even greater. In addition, the account shows that officials of the Foreign Office of Germany, which endeavors to pursue a line of conduct which is dictated by principles of justice, are no longer able to carry their point of view effectively to the authorities who are charged with the internal policy of Germany. In racial and in ideological matters, the opinions of these latter are tending to assume ever increasing importance under the influence of recent changes in the German military situation.

DORLAND 11/9/44

HARRISON
To Minister Harrison and McClelland.

Reference is made to your VII/3 of October 28. Department and Board fully agree with action suggested by Grassi. Should you not yet have done so, you are requested to approach Swiss authorities accordingly without delay. In connection with claimants to citizenship of United States and other American Republics, whether with or without documents, reference is made to Department's VIII/9 of April 13, 1921 of June 6, and VI/49 of June 24.

This is 188 Bern cable No. 258.
Reference is made to your 7163 of October 28. Department and Board fully agree with action suggested by Grassell. Should you not yet have done so, you are requested to approach Swiss authorities accordingly without delay. In connection with claimants to citizenship of United States and other American Republics, whether with or without documents, reference is made to Department's 1269 of April 13, 1921 of June 6, and 3149 of June 24.

This is not-born cable no. 258.

Miss Chauncey (for the sec'y) Abrahamson, Ackermann, Cohn, Dubois, Friedman, Nodel, Lasser, Mann, McCormack, Files

Rakumarah 11-3-44
To Minister Harrison and McColland.

(1) Reference is made to your 6469 of September 29 and 6964 of October 20.

The following is the substance of a cable received from Embassy Quito under date of October 20 in regard to matter discussed in your 6469:

QUOTE: The Foreign Office of Ecuador states that it has received no specific request for the clarification of telegram under reference and is at a loss to understand the cause of difficulty in interpreting the Ecuadorean consulate's note of May 12, since cable instruction of May 8 seems perfectly clear. The only communication received by the Foreign Office from the Consulate at Geneva concerning the protection of individuals in Germany claiming Ecuadorean nationality was a letter of May 26 requesting INHER QUOTE some opinions and advice END OF INHER QUOTE. On September 7, the Foreign Office replied by airmail letter which presumably has not reached Geneva as yet.

Yesterday the Foreign Office wired the Ecuadorean consulate in Geneva substantially as follows: INHER QUOTE: repeating instructions issued to you previously to arrange for government of Switzerland to ask that German officials respect rights of persons protected by papers and documents of Ecuador. Take steps to obtain action by Swiss Government at once. In addition, in this connection, you are asked to contact the American diplomatic representative END OF INHER QUOTE. UNQUOTE

Department and Board appreciate difficulty pointed out in paragraph 2 of your 6964 and attempts are being made to have Ecuador make a formal request to be represented by Switzerland in Hungary. It is assumed that Swiss reluctance UNQUOTE reported by you continues notwithstanding your suggestion that they approach problem in spirit indicated in Department's 2490 of July 21, item 6. Reference is made in this connection to Department's 2990 of October 13 item three.

(2) 186 Sephardic Jews now in Belshitz are in possession of Spanish passports are unable to proceed to Spain in view of military situation. It is suggested that you informally request Swiss officials to grant them temporary admission in Switzerland. Attempts will be made to get Spanish government to present identical request formally.

This is WRB Bern cable No. 245.

DECLASSIFIED
State Dept. Letter, 11/12/72
SEP 20 1972

By R. H. Park
CABLE TO MINISTER HARRISON AND MODLERAND, BERN, SWITZERLAND

(1) Reference is made to your 6469 of September 29 and 6964 of October 20.

The following is the substance of a cable received from Embassy Quito under date of October 20 regarding matter discussed in your 6469:

"QUOTE The Foreign Office of Ecuador states that it has received no specific request for the clarification of telegram under reference and is at a loss to understand the cause of difficulty in interpreting the Ecuadorian consulate's note of May 12, since cable instruction of May 8 seems perfectly clear. The only communication received by the Foreign Office from the Consulate at Geneva concerning the protection of individuals in Germany claiming Ecuadorian nationality was a letter of May 25 requesting INFERIOR QUOTE some opinions and advice END OF INFERIOR QUOTE. On September 7, the Foreign Office replied by airmail letter which presumably has not reached Geneva as yet.

Yesterday the Foreign Office wired the Ecuadorian consulate in Geneva substantially as follows: INFERIOR QUOTE Repeating instructions issued to you previously to arrange for government of Switzerland to ask that German officials respect rights of persons protected by papers and documents of Ecuador. Take steps to obtain action by Swiss Government at once. In addition, in this connection, you are asked to contact the American diplomatic representative END OF INFERIOR QUOTE. UNQUOTE

Department and Board appreciate difficulty pointed out in paragraph 2 of your 6964 and attempts are being made to have Ecuador make a formal request to be represented by Switzerland in Hungary. It is assumed that Swiss UNQUOTE reluctance UNQUOTE reported by you continues notwithstanding your suggestion that they approach problem in spirit indicated in Department's 3490 of July 31, item 5. Reference is made in this connection to Department's 3968 of October 13 item three.

(2) 115 Sephardic Jews now in Belsenberg in possession of Spanish passports are unable to proceed to Spain in view of military situation. It is suggested that you informally request Swiss officials to grant them temporary admission in Switzerland. Attempts will be made to get Spanish government to present identical request formally.

THIS IS WRB BERN CABLE NO. 243.

11:05 a.m.,
October 27, 1944.
Miss Chauncey (for the Sec'y) Abrahamson, Cohn, Dubois, Friedman, Gaston, Hodel,
Bakkenrider 10/25/44 Lesser, Manning, McCormack, Files
To: Minister Harrison and McClelland,

1. With reference to Department's 3120 of September 9, 3255 of September 21 and earlier communications regarding admission of Jewish children from Hungary, Paraguayan Minister of Education by communication of August 30 agreed in principle to extend to children from Hungary previous Paraguayan consent to give asylum to a number of refugee children from France to be determined later, subject to certain economic conditions.

On September 21, Luxembourg minister of foreign affairs informed Embassy that "it is believed that Luxembourg would be able to receive up to three hundred children provided that we furnish the funds necessary for the case."

According to August 31, Dominican foreign minister informed Luxembourg that since it made no distinction in the nationality of the children which it could receive there is no inconvenience that they should also proceed from Hungary." This applies to the previous Dominican agreement to accept between 1000 and 2000 refugee children.

2. Substance of your 6469 of September 29 is being communicated to embassy in order for appropriate action. In the meantime, the following Luxembourg reply received in Embassy of August 24 has been received:

NOTE. The Ministry for Foreign Affairs, having been informed of the persecution which at present is taking place in Hungary against persons of a certain race, among whom are many Jewish passport issued in the name of American nationals, has addressed to diplomatic representative in Switzerland to arrange for the Federal Government an representative of the interests of Luxembourg in Axis nations or satellites thereof to notify the Government of Hungary that the Government of Luxembourg recognizes the validity of documents or passports issued in its name and that accordingly it is expected that the bearers of such papers will be accorded the rights, privileges and immunities which Luxembourg nationals enjoy, likewise it has been requested to state that the United States is authorized to negotiate the exchange of such persons.

The

DECLASSIFIED
State Dept. Letter, 11/1-44
By H. R. Parke Date
SEP 20 1972
The Ecuadoran Ministry for Foreign Affairs, in reply to the note note of the Embassy of the United States dated August 30, reiterates its intention of not declaring invalid passports granted allegedly while they may serve to protect the life and property of their holders but (reiterates) that these persons are not thereby authorized to enter Ecuador. UNQUOTE

Pending further action by Ecuador, please try to make use of above to ensure prompt action by Ecuadoran consulate and Swiss government in defense of holders of Ecuadoran documents.

2. With reference to last paragraph of your 6469 of September 9, as indicating desire on the part of the Arbitration Tribunal to arriving at understanding as involving a request to represent Ecuador in Hungary to the extent stated, and have adopted procedure analogous to that described in your 6219 of September 20. Department's 2490 of July 21 item six applies to this case.

4. By note of August 14, Haitian Foreign Ministry informed Embassy that the following note has been sent on August 11 to Haitian Legation Bern:

QUOTE Referring to cablegram of the 31st of July please ask Federal Government to communicate the following declaration to the German Government: Having learned that the following persons, namely, Abraham Berger, Eugenia Berger, Leon Hassenkli and Hild Hassenkli, holders of passports delivered in the name of Haiti, have been removed by the German authorities from the civilian internment camp at Vittel to an unknown destination, the Haitian Government protests energetically against the treatment inflicted upon the above-mentioned persons, STOP. The Haitian Government urgently asks for information concerning their address and their health and expects their immediate transfer to a civilian internment camp where they would be easily available for exchange and where, in awaiting this exchange, they will be placed under the supervision of the Protecting Power and the International Red Cross. STOP. The Haitian Government also declares that it will not permit that Germany place in doubt the validity of any documents delivered in its name and that it expects that the German Government will accord the holders of these documents the same treatment which the German Government expects to obtain for its nationals in the Western Hemisphere. STOP. Finally, the Haitian Government reserves the right to take action against any ill treatment which might be inflicted upon the above-mentioned persons and upon all persons who may be in the same position. UNQUOTE

5. With
5. With reference to your 5281 of August 14, the following note from Cuban Ministry of State was received by Ambassador on September 19:

"NOTE: Although the data on Galernter are not sufficient to enable a quick search, since it is a humanitarian matter the Government of Cuba desires to avail itself of the good offices of the Government of the United States of America to the end that all possible protection be given to Galernter through the means which the North American Government uses in similar cases. The Ministry will continue the investigation started in the Department of Citizenship and Immigration in order to verify the correctness of the information and the Embassy will be duly informed. PLEASE.

Please take appropriate action.

6. With reference to your 6524 of September 30, please express to Swiss authorities this Government's appreciation of their action in conveying to Hungarian officials the message referred to therein.

THIS IS FOR CABLE TO H R C No. 213.

HULL

[Signature]

Acting Miss Chauncey (for the Secretary) Abrahamsson, Akzin, Cohn, Drury, Dubois, Friedman, Gaston, Holde, Lesser, Marks, Mann, McDermott, Pehle, Pilos,
PARAPHRASE OF TELEGRAM RECEIVED

FROM: American Legation, Bern
TO: Secretary of State, Washington
DATED: September 29, 1944
NUMBER: 6489

With reference to Legation's message dated September 7, No. 5994, paragraph five, (Ecuadoran Interests Germany and Hungary), a note with regard to protection of individuals in Germany claiming Ecuadoran Nationality of Federal Political Department was forwarded on May 12 by the Ecuadoran Consulate, we were told by Swiss. Contradictions of such a nature were contained therein that its meaning was difficult for the Swiss to interpret. It is said the Consulate was not able to supply explanatory interpretation of the note and the Consulate concurred with Swiss that in order to avert misconstr-G. tion, they should ignore note of May 12. In the meantime, contents of the note were sent by Federal Political Department to Swiss Legation Berlin for informational purposes while waiting for clarification. Ecuadoran Consulate decided to ask Government of Ecuador for such clarification.

A communication dated August 30 conveying the request of the Government of Ecuador that bearers of Ecuadoran papers in Hungary be protected by Swiss has been received by the Swiss from Ecuadoran Consulate. The reply was made by the Swiss that since Ecuadoran interests are not represented by the Swiss in Hungary, they could not consider this request.

HARRISON

DCR: OPW 10/7/44

Miss Chanoway (For the Sec'y) Abrahamsen, Akzin, Cohn, Drury, Dusois, Friedman, Gustav, Hodel, Lesser, Hannan, Harka, McCormick, Puhle, Files.
This telegram must be paraphrased before being communicated to anyone other than a Government agency.

Secretary of State, Washington, D.C.

October 20, 1941, 6:58 p.m.

Numbered Paragraph Two (Department 3496, October 13, WRS 213) communicated to Swiss with request that information contained therein be utilized to extent possible in expeditiously protecting holders of Ecuadoran documentation in Hungary, pending further action by Ecuadoran Government in connection formal representation of its interests in Hungary by Switzerland.

Legation wishes observe with reference numbered Paragraph Three that Switzerland has shown greatest reluctance in taking action on matters involving interests of any country not officially represented by it in the enemy country concerned, such official representation being predicated on formal request to Swiss Government by the country seeking representation. This consideration led Legation to make suggestion contained final paragraph its 4518, July 14, 6 p.m. Legation notes in connection reference

DECLASSIFIED
State Dept. Letter, 1-11-72
By J. Parks Date SEP 20 1972
October 20, 6 p.m., from Bern.

Reference to its 6219 September 20 in numbered Paragraph Three Department's 3496 that Swiss representation of Nicaraguan interest was based on formal request conveyed Department's 3141 September 11, 6 p.m.

HARRISON
Resolution is made herewith to Department's telegram of October 23, 1944, No. 2609 (228 226).

The following information taken from a report from Swiss Consul General Grassi at Bratislava, dated October 10, was made available to Legation Secretary on October 26 on strictly informal basis by Swiss Division of Foreign Interests in view of non recognition by United States of so-called Slovak Government and consequent inability of Swiss officially to represent American interests in Slovakia:

There were recently arrested and concentrated in camps several thousand Jews remaining in Slovakia. The most of these Jews are at Sereď Camp which is overcrowded several times the normal capacity of the camp. The Gestapo, which became a great power in Slovakia following recent uprising there took this action and not the Slovak authorities.

The Jews are assembled, guarded in camps and their fate decided by German officials.

There are a substantial number of persons claiming United States nationality among these Jews. The Slovak Foreign Office was approached and it in agreement with interested Slovak authorities attempted to have the American Jews transferred to a special camp under control of the

Slovak
Slovenes situated in Bratislava at Varianka. Regardless of whether their right to claim nationality of American republics was established or in doubt, the fate of these Jews was acceptable to the extent that they were retained at Varianka and they only asked to be able to continue to live in such conditions until hostilities cease. Food and lodging were paid for by them. However, on the protest that the Jewish identity papers of persons retained at Varianka were all of doubtful nature, the Gestapo completely evacuated the camp on October 11.

It is observed by Grassli that the above statement is certainly incorrect as concerns considerable number of bona fide American citizens among these persons. Persons holding American or Latin American documentation were also at camps under control by the Germans. The Slovaks attempted without appreciable success to have them transferred to Varianka prior to the dissolution of that camp.

An inquiry is made by Grassli regarding the possibility of having the Swiss Legation in Berlin intervene with the Government of Germany with respect to steps which German authorities in Slovakia have taken and especially regarding measures involving citizens of the United States as such. The fact that German officials and not Slovaks are taking this action in Slovakia could be used as a basis for such intervention in the opinion of the Swiss Consulate General.

In order
In order to avoid impression by Slovak Government that its sovereignty is not respected by Switzerland, Grassli feels that it would be possible to request the Germans to deliver to the Slovak Government the Jews concerned. Possibly it might be of help to observe that American Jews interned in camps in Slovakia under German control are given less favorable treatment than American Jews in similar German camps. As an example, because of this there is no intercross delegate in Slovakia, although he was expected long ago and he is anxiously awaited by Slovak Red Cross for the purpose of visiting camps where Jews are held.

This problem was discussed by Grassli with Mr. Acna, Chief Political Division of the Slovak Foreign Office and his collaborators, in order to avoid the impressions that representations were being made without Slovak Government's knowledge. Since Acna feels it important that Slovakia be able to entrust the control of Jews of United States nationality to its own officials and thereby prevent retaliatory steps against numerous Slovaks living in the United States, the procedure suggested by Grassli is approved by Mr. Acna. This is the end of the summary report.

Instructions concerning nature of such approach to Germans as Department may consider possible are requested in view of the area involved and steps which the Holy See has taken.

HARRISON
For Harrison, and McClelland.  
The following is the substance of a cable received 
from Embassy San Salvador under date of October 23:  

"QUOTE: In a note backdated to October 17 but received only today, former Foreign Minister Dravila declares that his Government authorizes the United States Government to compile lists of persons claiming Salvadoran citizenship and without prior preference to the Salvadoran Government to send them to the Swiss Government in accordance with the Department's Circular Airgram of September 18. UNQUOTE  

Foregoing is communicated to you with reference to Department's 3180 of September 14, item one, paragraphs 5 and 6, 3255 of September 21, item 4 and 3290 of September 23.  

THIS IS WARH BERN CABLE NO. 244.

STETTINIUS  
(Acting)
CABLE TO MINISTER HARRISON AND MCELLELLAND, BERN, SWITZERLAND

The following is the substance of a cable received from Embassy San Salvador under date of October 23:

"In a note handwritten to October 17 but received only today, former Foreign Minister Bravila declares that his Government authorizes the United States Government to compile lists of persons claiming Salvadoran citizenship and without prior reference to the Salvadoran Government to send them to the Swiss Government in accordance with the Department's Circular Airgram of September 18. UNQUOTE"

Foregoing is communicated to you with reference to Department's 2150 of September 14, item one, paragraphs 5 and 6, 2255 of September 21, item 5, and 2290 of September 21.

THIS IS YOUR BERN CABLE NO. 244

2:00 P.M., October 27, 1944

Miss Chauncey (for the Sec'y) Abrahamson, Cohn, DuBois, Friedman, Hodel, Lesser, Mann, McCormack, Piles

Bakstitch 10-25-44
Information and suggestion contained in your 6938 of October 19 are appreciated. Vatican is being approached accordingly and has been asked to communicate information to you directly.

Without, however, awaiting Vatican's reply, you are requested immediately to approach Swiss government requesting it as protective power for Salvador and certain other American republics to take immediate steps to protect the persons concerned in line with Department's 1131 of April 7, 1931 of April 10, 1931 of June 6, 2490 of July 21, 3190 of September 14, and all other communications regarding holders of Latin American documents. Specifically, it is suggested that Swiss government may find it possible (a) to inquire of the German government of the truth of the report that Jews from Slovakia in possession of documents issued in the name of Salvador and other American republics have been removed to Germany or areas under German control, (b) to inquire of the German government of the destination of such persons, (c) to declare to the German government that such persons fall under the protection of Switzerland as protecting power, and (d) to request German government to afford Swiss authorities immediate facilities for exercising such protection.

In view of large proportion of Salvadoran passport-holders among deportees reported in your 6938, Salvadoran declaration communicated in your 3871 of June 17 paragraph six will undoubtedly facilitate your task.

Embassy Madrid is being similarly approached regarding Paraguayan passport holders.

This is WEB DECEMBER 836.
CABLE TO MINISTER HARRISON AND MCCLELLAND, BERN, SWITZERLAND

Information and suggestion contained in your 6928 of October 19 are appreciated. Vatican is being approached accordingly and has been asked to communicate information to you directly.

Without, however, awaiting Vatican's reply, you are requested immediately to approach Swiss government (alone or jointly with Salvadoran representative, if his cooperation can be secured without delay) requesting it as protective power for Salvador and certain other American republics to take immediate steps to protect the persons concerned in line with Department's 1181 of April 7, 1221 of April 10, 1921 of June 6, 2490 of July 21, 3180 of September 14, and all other communications regarding holders of Latin American documents. Specifically, it is suggested that Swiss government may find it possible (a) to inquire of the German government of the truth of the report that Jews from Slovakia in possession of documents issued in the name of Salvador and other American republics have been removed to Germany or areas under German control, (b) to inquire of the German government of the destination of such persons, (c) to declare to the German government that such persons fall under the protection of Switzerland as protecting power, and (d) to request German government to afford Swiss authorities immediate facilities for exercising such protection.

In view of large proportion of Salvadoran passport-holders among deportees reported in your 6928, Salvadoran declaration communicated in your 3972 of June 17 paragraph six will undoubtedly facilitate your task.

Ambassador Madrid is being similarly approached regarding Paraguayan passport holders.

THIS IS U.S. BERN CABLE NO. 236.
Reference is made to Message from the Legation dated September 14, Number 6047, and to despatch 8103, May 6.

The following with regard to Honduran interests in Germany is transmitted.

In view of the scarcity of the information furnished, the Government of Honduras is apparently unable to pass on the claim of Pfifferling to be a Honduran, and the difficulty is obviously increased by German action in the denial of Swiss access to him. However, Pfifferling is undoubtedly one of the individuals for whose protection Category F was devised (please see message of September 6, Number 2310, from the Department) and for this reason the Swiss Foreign Office should extend to him all assistance that is fitting, in accordance therewith, to the extent that is feasible.

STETTINIUS (Acting)
To Minister Harrison Endicott.

Reference your 6639 to Department of October 13 concerning Slovakia.

The following is the text of a communication received from the Apostolic Delegate in Washington under date of October 14:

"NOTE: I have received the following communication from the Secretariat of State, Vatican City: The Holy See has continued its efforts in favor of the Jews in Slovakia. According to the Apostolic Nunciature in Bratislava, on October 5th the Minister of Foreign Affairs notified the German Legation that the Slovak Government could not consent to the deportation of Jews since they are under the protection of the Constitution and Laws of Slovakia."

"NOTE: Likewise, Mr. Carol Sidor wrote as follows to the Vatican: Jews having American citizenship, who have asked the protection of the Slovakian Government, have been gathered together and are living in a castle at Maltanka—where they are protected by Slovak police."

"NOTE: Referring to your letter of September 23, 1944, I wish to say that the Secretariat of State assures me that your message for Dr. Tiso has been transmitted to the Apostolic Nunciature in Bratislava."

Carol Sidor is understood to be a member of the Tiso cabinet. The "message for Dr. Tiso" was a repetition of previous warnings of the position this Government takes with respect to the deportation and other persecution of Jews. "Jews having American citizenship" is assumed to mean Jews holding passports and other documents issued in the names of American republics or otherwise claiming the nationality of an American republic.

DECLASSIFIED
State Dept. Letter, 1-11-44
By R. H. Parks Date SEP 20 1972

HULL

S. G. L. Abrahamson, Akein, Cohn, Drury, Dubois, Friedman, Gaston, Hodel, Lesser, Marks, Mann, McCormack, Polich, Piles
October 24, 1944

Dear Sirs:

The following message for you from Mr. Stornbuch was received through the American Legation in Bern under date of October 20, 1944:

"Trustworthy information from France has been received by us to the effect that the 2,000+ interned who were removed from Vittel during this spring were later deported to the east from France in two groups which departed about the middle and the end of May respectively. It will be appreciated if you will ask the Government of Paraguay to take the necessary steps, through the Spanish Embassy in Berlin, to ascertain if it is possible the location and fate of those people at the present time.

"At our request former Swiss Federal Councillor May has announced his readiness to visit Berlin and try to find and rescue these deportees from Vittel."

Very truly yours,

[Bienard] J. W. Pohls
J. W. Pohls
Executive Director

Union of Orthodox Rabbis,
132 Nassau Street,

[Signature]

[Handwritten note: "This letter is marked April 2, 1944."
"This letter is marked April 2, 1944.
"Replies to this letter were received July 20, 1944."]

[Handwritten note: "Received copy is sent to O.C."
"Received copy is sent to O.C.
"Sent to O.C."

Handwritten note: 10/24/44
This telegraph must be paraphrased before being communicated to anyone other than a Government Agency.

SECRETARY OF STATE, Washington.

6051, October 20, 9 a.m.

FOR THE PROL ACCOLAND

FOR UNIC OF CRUZDOX M.B.18 PROL. STERNBUCH:

"I have received trustworthy information from France that interned persons removed from Vittel this spring were subsequently deported from France to East in two groups which left toward middle and end May respectively. Please request Peruvian Government take necessary steps through Spanish Embassy at Berlin to determine, if possible, present whereabouts of these people.

Former Swiss federal councillor Busby at our request has declared his readiness to go to Berlin and attempt locate and rescue these Vittel deportees."

HARRISON

BB

For security reasons the text of this message must be closely guarded.

DECLASSIFIED

State Dept. Letter, 1-11-72

By E. H. Perkins Date SEP 20 1972
This telegram must be paraphrased before being communicated to anyone other than a Government agency.

This telegram was received on October 20, 1944, at 9:35 p.m. at the Department of State in Washington, D.C.

From: Secretary of State, Washington

To: Department of State, Bern

Subject: Entente with Switzerland

This telegram is a response to a request from the Swiss Government to utilize information contained therein for the purpose of expeditiously protecting the interests of the Ecuadoran Government in Hungary, pending further action by the Ecuadoran Government in connection with its interests in Hungary by Switzerland.

The Legation wishes to observe with reference to Paragraph Three that Switzerland has shown greatest reluctance in taking action on matters involving interests of other countries, not officially represented by it, in the country concerned, such official representation being predicated on formal request from the country seeking representation. This consideration led the Legation to make a suggestion contained in a final paragraph of a document dated April 18, 1943. Further negotiations are in connection with this reference.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

INCOMING TELEGRAM

DIVISION OF COMMUNICATIONS AND RECORDS

KSH-30:

This telegram must be paraphrased before being communicated to anyone other than a Government agency.

This telegram was received on October 20, 1944, at 9:35 p.m. at the Department of State in Washington, D.C.

From: Secretary of State, Washington

To: Department of State, Bern

Subject: Entente with Switzerland

This telegram is a response to a request from the Swiss Government to utilize information contained therein for the purpose of expeditiously protecting the interests of the Ecuadoran Government in Hungary, pending further action by the Ecuadoran Government in connection with its interests in Hungary by Switzerland.

The Legation wishes to observe with reference to Paragraph Three that Switzerland has shown greatest reluctance in taking action on matters involving interests of other countries, not officially represented by it, in the country concerned, such official representation being predicated on formal request from the country seeking representation. This consideration led the Legation to make a suggestion contained in a final paragraph of a document dated April 18, 1943. Further negotiations are in connection with this reference.
9696, October 20, 6 p.m., from Bern.

Reference to its 6219 September 20 in numbered Paragraph Three Department's 3696 that Swiss representation of Nicaraguan interests was based on formal request conveyed Department's 3161 September 11, 8 p.m.

HARRISON
From: Swiss Embassy, Bern

To: State Department

Date: October 10, 1944

Subject: Information from Bratislava on Jewish Office

Bratislava reports that 300 to 400 Jews holding Latin American documents arrested in Bratislava were first interned as a result of intervention by the Central Jewish office at Porischal near Bratislava. On or about October 9 they were summarily transported, it is believed, to Germany. (Courier declared that Slovak government knows where they have been taken.) Apparently about 90 were carried to El Salvador nationality certificates balance Peruvian passports. Legation's 6030 October 13.

Would it be possible through Vatican and Royal Nunciature in Bratislava determine destination of this group with view to ultimately requesting Swiss and Spaniards for the group is located, exercise protection?
OCTOBER 19, 6 p.m. from Bern

Repeated to Ackermann of WRB care Ampoled.

HARRISON

EH
PARAPHRASE OF TELEGRAM SENT

FROM: Secretary of State, Washington
TO: American Legation, Bern
DATED: October 16, 1944
NUMBER: 3522

The Legation's cable of October 9, Number 6721
is referred to herein.

Here follows the opening and closing sentences
of paragraph three of Department's cable dated July 21, Number 2490.

Please endeavor through any unofficial
channels that may be available to you to convey the
sense of the following to appropriate German and
satellite officials in foreign offices and foreign
police: Foreign office and other officials who bear
any responsibility for the consignment of persons o
whom documents have been issued in the name of an
American republic to the QUOTE general treatment
according to eastern Jews UNQUOTE or similar treat-
ment must expect personally to bear the consequences.

Furthermore, their failure to seize every
available opportunity to save lives will be considered
as strong evidence of their concurrence with the policy
of mass-slaughters of Jews and other civilian populations
and their participation in such crimes, the consequences

DECLASSED
DECLASSIFIED
SEPT 20 1972 FOR

000754
October 16, To Jern

for which termed the subject to President Roosevelt's
statement of March 24.

Till

RB FM 399
PARAPHERAL
OCR RAS OCR
10-20-44
CABLE TO MINISTER HARRISON AT BERN AND MCCALLAND FROM WAR REFUGEE BOARD

Reference your 6721 of October 9.

Paragraph 3 of Department's 9400 of July 31 commences as follows:

"QUOTED Please endeavor through any unofficial channels that may be available to you UNQUOTED

The same paragraph closes

"QUOTED the consequences for which formed the subject of President Roosevelt's statement of March 24. UNQUOTED"

THIS IS WAR CABLE NO. 218.

3445 p.m.
October 16, 1944

Miss Chauncey (for the Sec'y) Abrahamson, Cohn, DuBois, Friedman, Hodel, Lesser, Mannon, McCormack, Files

LJLesser 10-16-44 2 2 4
Bern

Distribution of true reading only by special arrangement. (1)

7620, November 18, 3 p.m.

Copies of Haitian Legation notes August 2 and 16 transmitting to Swiss Foreign Office declarations quoted paragraph three Department's 3180, September 14 and paragraph four, Department's 3498, October 13, have been received from Haitian Legation Bern. Legation's 3770, October 11.

Haitian Legation inviting attention Swiss Foreign Office its notes August 2 and 16 and confirming Zelman and Sophora Solowiejczyk entitled protection as Haitian nationals.

During conversation Haitian Charge d'Affaires showed Legation Secretary Swiss Foreign Office note November 8 enclosing Haitian passport issued 1943 by Haitian Consul Asuncion, Paraguay, who was removed from office three years ago which Mrs. Solowiejczyk had presented Swiss Consulate Antwerp in October.

Haitian Charge added from all information available Mrs. Solowiejczyk never mistreated and residing comfortably Antwerp.
To Minister Harrison and McGlelland.

1. With reference to Department's 3120 of September 9, 3255 of September 21 and earlier communications regarding admission of Jewish children from Hungary, Paraguayan Minister of Education by communication of August 30 agreed in principle to extend to children from Hungary previous Paraguayan consent to give asylum to a number of refugee children from France to be determined later, subject to certain economic conditions.

On September 14, Ecuadorian ministry of foreign affairs informed Amembassy that "it is believed that Ecuador would be able to receive up to three hundred children provided that WRB furnished the funds necessary for the case."

By note of August 31, Dominican Foreign Minister informed Amembassy that since it made "no distinction in the nationality of the children which it would receive there is no inconvenience that they should also proceed from Hungary." This applies to a previous Dominican agreement to accept between 1000 and 2000 refugee children.

2. Substance of your 6169 of September 29 is being communicated to Amembassy Quito for appropriate action. In the meantime, the following Ecuadorian aide-memoire to Amembassy of August 24 has been received.

QUOTE The Ministry for Foreign Affairs, having been informed of the persecution which at present is taking place in Hungary against persons of a certain race, among whom are many who possess passports issued in the names of American Republics, has addressed its diplomatic representative in Switzerland to arrange for the Federal Government as representative of the interests of Ecuador in Axis nations or satellites thereof to notify the Government of Hungary that the Government of Ecuador recognizes the validity of documents or passports issued in its name and that accordingly it is expected that the bearers of such papers will be accorded the rights, privileges and immunities which Ecuadorian nationals enjoy. Likewise it has been requested to state that the United States is authorized to negotiate the exchange of such persons.

DECLASSIFIED

State Dept. Letter, 111-73

By R. H. Parks Date SEP 20 1972
The Ecuadorian Ministry for Foreign Affairs, in replying to the aide memoire of the Embassy of the United States dated August 19, reiterates its intention of not declaring invalid passports granted illegally while they may serve to protect the life and property of their holders but (reiterates) that these persons are not thereby authorized to enter Ecuador. UNQUOTE

Pending further action by Ecuador, please try to make use of above to ensure prompt action by Ecuadoran consulate and Swiss government in defense of holders of Ecuadoran documents.

3. With reference to last paragraph of your 6469 of September 29 it is difficult to perceive why Swiss authorities should not have treated Ecuadoran request regarding Hungary as implying a request to represent Ecuador in Hungary to the extent stated, and have adopted procedure analogous to that described in your 6219 of September 20. Department's 2490 of July 21 item six applies to this case.

4. By note of August 14 Haitian Foreign Ministry informed Embassy that the following note has been sent on August 11 to Haitian legation Bern:

QUOTEx Referring to cablegram of the 31st of July please ask Federal Government to communicate the following declaration to the German Government: Having learned that the following persons, namely, Abraham Berger, Eugenia Berger, Loon Muszynski and Lili Muszynski, holders of passports delivered in the name of Haiti, have been removed by the German authorities from the civilian internment camp at Vittel to an unknown destination, the Haitian Government protests energetically against the treatment inflicted upon the above-mentioned persons. STOP. The Haitian Government urgently asks for information concerning their address and their health and expects their immediate transfer to a civilian internment camp where they would be easily available for exchange and where, in awaiting this exchange, they will be placed under the supervision of the Protecting Power and the International Red Cross. STOP. The Haitian Government also declares that it will not permit that Germany place in doubt the validity of any documents delivered in its name and that it expects that the German Government will accord the holders of these documents the same treatment which the German Government expects to obtain for its nationals in the Western Hemisphere. STOP. Finally, the Haitian Government reserves the right to take action against any ill treatment which might be inflicted upon the above-mentioned persons and upon all persons who may be in the same position. UNQUOTE.

5. With
5. With reference to your 5281 of August 14, the following note from Cuban Ministry of State was received by embassy on September 19:

"QUOTE. Although the data on Gelernter are not sufficient to enable a quick search, since it is a humanitarian matter, the Government of Cuba desires to avail itself of the good offices of the Government of the United States of America to the end that all possible protection be given to Gelernter through the means which the North American Government uses in similar cases. The Ministry will continue the investigation started in the Department of Citizenship and Immigration in order to verify the exactness of the information and the Embassy will be duly informed. UNQUOTE.

Please take appropriate action.

6. With reference to your 6524 of September 30, please express to Swiss authorities this Government's appreciation of their action in conveying to Hungarian officials the messages referred to therein.

THIS IS WRB CABLE TO BERN NO. 213.

HULL"
CABLE TO MINISTER W. H. DOWLING AND W. W. SCHULZ, BERN, SWITZERLAND

1. With reference to Department's 3120 of September 9, 3255 of September 21 and earlier communications regarding admission of Jewish children from Hungary, Paraguayan minister of education by communication of August 30 agreed in principle to extend to children from Hungary previous Paraguayan consent to give asylum to a number of refugee children from France to be determined later, subject to certain economic conditions.

On September 14, Ecuadorian ministry of foreign affairs informed Embassy that "it is believed that Ecuador would be able to receive up to three hundred children provided that only furnished the funds necessary for the case." By note of August 31, Dominican foreign minister informed Embassy that since it made "no distinction in the nationality of the children which it would receive there is no inconvenience that they should also proceed from Hungary." This applies to a previous Dominican agreement to accept between 1000 and 2000 refugee children.

2. Substance of your 6460 of September 30 is being communicated to Embassy quite for appropriate action. In the meantime, the following Ecuadorian aide-memoire to Embassy of August 24 has been received:

QUOTED: The Ministry for Foreign Affairs, having been informed of the persecution which at present is taking place in Hungary against persons of a certain race, among whom are many who possess passports issued in the names of American Republics, has addressed its diplomatic representative in Switzerland to arrange for the Federal Government as representative of the interests of Ecuador in Axis nations or satellites thereof to notify the Government of Hungary that the Government of Ecuador recognises the validity of documents or passports issued in its name and that accordingly it is expected that the bearers of such papers will be accorded the rights, privileges and immunities which Ecuadorian nationals enjoy. Likewise it has been requested to state that the United States is authorised to negotiate the exchange of such persons.

The Ecuadorian Ministry for Foreign Affairs, in replying to the aide memoire of the Embassy of the United States dated August 19, reiterates its intention of not declaring invalid passports granted illegally while they may serve to protect the life and property of their holders but (reiterates) that these persons are not thereby authorized to enter Ecuador. UNQUOTE

Pending further action by Ecuador, please try to make use of above to ensure prompt action by Ecuadorian consulate and Swiss government in defense of holders of Ecuadoran documents.
1. With reference to last paragraph of your 6469 of September 28, it is difficult to perceive why Belgian authorities should not have treated Raudamer request regarding Hungary as implying a request to represent Raudamer in Hungary to the extent stated, and have adopted procedure analogous to that described in your 6469 of September 28. Department's 2490 of July 24 item six applies to this case.

2. By note of August 14, Balianian Foreign Ministry informed Embassy that the following note has been sent on August 11 to Balianian legation Berlin:

JUL 14. Referring to telegram of the 31st of July, please ask Federal Government to communicate the following declaration to the German Government: Having learned that the following persons, namely, Abraham Berger, Eugenie Berger, Leon Mushynski and mill Mushynski, holders of passports delivered in the name of Haiti, have been removed by the German authorities from the civilian internment camp at Vittel to an unknown destination, the Balianian Government protests energetically against the treatment inflicted upon the above-mentioned persons. STOP. The Balianian Government urgently asks for information concerning their address and their health and expects their immediate transfer to a civilian internment camp where they would be equally available for exchange and where, in ensuing this exchange, they will be placed under the supervision of the Protecting Power and the International Red Cross. STOP. The Balianian Government also declares that it will not permit that Germany place in doubt the validity of any documents delivered in its name and that it expects that the Balianian Government will accord the holders of these documents the same treatment which the Balianian Government expects to obtain for its nationals in the Western Hemisphere. STOP. Finally, the Balianian Government reserves the right to take action against any ill treatment which might be inflicted upon the above-mentioned persons and upon all persons who may be in the same position. UNIQUE.

3. With reference to your 3281 of August 14, the following note from Cuban Ministry of State was received by Embassy on September 19:

JUL 17. Although the data on Gelernter are not sufficient to enable a quick search, since it is a humanitarian matter the Government of Cuba desires to avail itself of the good offices of the Government of the United States of America to the end that all possible protection be given to Gelernter through the means which the North American Government uses in similar cases.
The Ministry will continue the investigation started in the department of Legislation and Implementation in order to verify the exactness of the information and the battery will be duly informed. UNFIN

Please take appropriate action.

6. With reference to your 6524 of September 30, please express to Swiss authorities this government's appreciation of their action in conveying to Jungmann officials the messages referred to therein.

This was due to work No. 18.

3:50 pm.
October 12, 1944

Miss Chauncey (for the Sec'y) Abrahamson, Cohn, Dubois, Friedman, Hodel, Lesser, Mannon, McDermack, Files

Ab. Y.S. Y.

Racuminar 10/11/44
PARAPHRASE OF TELEGRAM RECEIVED

FROM:  AMERICAN EMBASSY, BERN
TO:    Secretary of State, Washington
DATED: October 11, 1944
NUMBER: 6770

CONTROL COPY

The fourteenth of September, WIS 164.
The Soloviejczyk case was independently presented
to the Swiss Foreign Office by the Legation. In an informal
communication of the ninth of October the former responded
that after examination of this case it envisages possibility
basing intervention on paragraph number three of 2918 from the
Department of the twenty fourth of August. Accordingly,
instructions given pursuant thereto to Swiss Legation, Berlin.
It was observed by the Swiss that the Haitian Legation,
Bern has not presented Soloviejczyk case and that the Haitian
Legation is unaware of the declaration of the Government of Haiti
mentioned in the first paragraph section three of 3180 from
the Department. It is indicated by Swiss that consequent
inability to base representation on Haitian citizenship persons
involved.

HARRISON

DC: MLO
10/12/44
INCOMING TELEGRAM

SECRETARY OF STATE, WASHINGTON,

6721, October 9, 1 p.m.

Reference Department's 3427 October 5.

Please repeat opening and closing phrases of paragraph 3. Department's 2490, July 61.

HARRISON

CONTROL COPY

DEPARTMENT
OF
STATE

INCOMING
TELEGRAM

RCB-625
This telegram must be paraphrased before being communicated to anyone other than a government agency.

Bern
Dated October 9, 1944.

Rec'd 4 p.m.

SECRETARY OF STATE,

Washington,

6721, October 9, 1 p.m.

Reference Department's 3427 October 5.

Please repeat opening and closing phrases of paragraph 3. Department's 2490, July 61.

HARRISON

CSB
The U.S. refugee board requests that you deliver the following message to Bernard Wagner, 37 Aud Elson, Geneva from Leon Kubowitz, New York:

This forwarding through our refugee board to McClelland list 116 Latin American passport holders for exchange purposes. UN-RETS

This is your index to blank no. 401.
CABLE TO MINISTER HARRISON AND MCCLELLAND, Bern, Switzerland

The War Refugee Board requests that you deliver the following message to Gerhard Eiegmur, 37 Quai Wilson, Geneva from Leon Kubomitsuki, New York:

UNITED: Forwarded through War Refugee Board to McClelland list 114 Latin American passport holders for exchange purposes.
UNQUOTE

This is wire cable to Bern No. 201

9:00 a.m.
October 5, 1944

Miss Chauncey (for the Sec'y) Abrahamsen, Cohn, DaBois, Friedman, Hodel, Laughlin, Lasser, Ilannon, McCormack, Files

A.A. Y.S.L.
Rickett 10/5/44
In reply refer to No. 245.

Hon. John W. Pehle
War Refugee Board
Treasury Building
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Pehle:

With reference to the conference our Washington representative, Mr. Louis B. Spiegler, had with the War Refugee Board, at which opportunity he left a list of 116 names of Latin American passport holders with the request that this list be sent to Mr. McClennan in Bern, Switzerland, by diplomatic pouch, I would be very grateful to you if the following cable could be sent to Gerhard Riegner in Geneva:

To: Gerhard Riegner, 37 Quai Wilson, Geneva. From: Dr. K. bowitzki, 1834 Broadway, New York.

Forwarded through War Refugee Board to McClennan list 116 Latin American passport holders for exchange purposes.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]

AlK:of

Leon Kowitzki, Head
Rescue Department
September 26, 1944

Hon. John W. Pehle,
Executive Director,
War Refugees Board,
Treasury Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Pehle:

Attached herewith is a list of Jewish internees of Camp Vittel, France, with the request that their names be transmitted to Mr. McCollan and with the further request that a cable be sent to Mr. Riemer from Mr. Kupferstich saying same has been done.

Very truly yours,

Louis E. Spiegler

[Signature]
TO MINISTER HARRISON AND MCCLELLAND, BERN, SWITZERLAND.

With reference to your 6292 of September 22, you may request Swiss Foreign Office to inform Hungarian authorities that, if they so desire, this government will be glad to treat as a Hungarian national any person in the United States who claims Hungarian nationality even if the claim of such person to Hungarian nationality is not well established, and thus permit him to benefit from protection of State representing Hungarian interests.

This government assumes that other American republics will also accede to such a request, in case Hungarian authorities are really desirous of making it.

Please convey to Hungarian officials through such informal channels as may be available to you that this Government views the Hungarian inquiry as specious in view of the circumstances and considers it to have been made in an endeavor to gain time. Such officials should be advised that this Government will hold them personally accountable for any harm that may befall any person claiming the nationality of an American republic as the result of the Hungarian government's failure.

DECLASSIFIED
State Dept. Letter, 1-11-72
By R. H. Parkin Date, SEP 20 1972
failure to accord him the rights and privileges due to a national of an American republic. In this connection, you should also convey to appropriate Hungarian quarters the sense of Department's 2490 of July 21 paragraph three.

THIS IS WRB CABLE TO BERN NO. 191.

HULL
CABLE TO MINISTER HARRISON AND MCCLAIN, BERN, SWITZERLAND

With reference to your 6292 of September 22, you may request Swiss Foreign Office to inform Hungarian authorities that, if they so desire, this government will be glad to treat as a Hungarian national any person in the United States who claims Hungarian nationality even if the claim of such person to Hungarian nationality is not well established, and thus permit him to benefit from protection of State representing Hungarian interests.

This government assumes that other American republics will also accede to such a request, in case Hungarian authorities are really desirous of making it.

Please convey to Hungarian officials through such informal channels as may be available to you that this government views the Hungarian inquiry as specious in view of the circumstances and considers it to have been made in an endeavor to gain time. Such officials should be advised that this government will hold them personally accountable for any harm that may befall any person claiming the nationality of an American republic as the result of the Hungarian government's failure to accord him the rights and privileges due to a national of an American republic. In this connection, you should also convey to appropriate Hungarian quarters the sense of Department's 2490 of July 21 paragraph three.

THIS IS WAR CABLE TO BERN NO. 19

3:30 p.m.
September 30, 1944

Miss Churchill (for the Sec'y) Abrahamson, Cohn, DeBois, Friedman, Hodel, Laughlin, Lesser, Hannon, McCormack, Files

R.A. X.S.X.
Bakirin 9/29/44
PARAPHRASE OF TELEGRAM SENT

FROM: Secretary of State, Washington
TO: American Legation, Bern
DATED: October 5, 1944
NUMBER: 3423

We are sending to Reber by airgram for appropriate action a paraphrase of your telegram of September 29, 1944, No. 6471. We will transmit to you any information received.

Hull

CONTROL COPY

Paraphrase: DC;F;EF;FB 10/7/44

DECLASSIFIED
State Dept. Letter, 1-11-74
By R. H. Parks Date SEP 20 1972